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FIXED FOR FARMING
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DID

IT ON PURPOSE

Keep a Scratchin'.
Axel Carlson, one of our dry
of
town, left a few weeks ago for a
trip to his old home in Rockford,
111.
Mr. Carlson told several of
his Roy friends before leaving
that farming a
farm was
no snflp, with only one team of
horses and a plow, besides it took
bo much time to do the cookingr
and washing the dishes; that he
was going back home to make
arrangements to farm right another year. Well, he did, according to the news that reached here
this . week. Axel Carlson and
Miss Anderson were united in

'farmers of four miles north

320-acr-

e

!

An' prayin' don't amount to much except to
ease your feelins',
You'll find it pretty much this way in all your

!

worldly dealins'.
Jes' use the things God sends you, boys, to
keep your crops
But use the brains He gave you, too
you'll make a better showin'.

marriage at Rockford, 111., last
Saturday evening, May 27, 1911.
They will spend several weeks
in Chicago before returning to

their home

Jes' keep a scratching fellers Nature's done
her part,
You can't raise crops on hot air, boys, dry
farming is an art
That takes a heap o' common sense an'
muscle, too, an' schemin';
It's a damn poor country, this; dear folks,
to spend much time

in New Mexico.

Xicoco.

I
!

t

!
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Celebrate July 4th.
.

The citizens of Roy and vicinity
are requested to meet at the 1. 0.
O. P. Hall in Roy on Tuesday,
June Cth, at 8 o'clock p. m , for
the purpose of arranging for a
rousing 4th of July celebration
to be held at Roy.
There can be no good reason
for not fittingly celebrating the
Nation's birthday here, and all
patriotic citizens are urged to attend and take part in the plans
for the occasion. Come and let
us geb our officers and committees appointed and get busy.
Committee.
.

Elect Officers.
'The 1. 0. 0. F, at their regular
meeting, Wednesday evening,
elected the following officers for
the term July 1 to Dec. 31, 1911:
A. J. Hern, N. 0.
Wm. 6. Johnson, V. G.
Jas. L. Swaim, secretary, re
elected.
J. Floersheim, treasurer.
Jas. L. Siwaim, trustee, re
elected.
The initiatory degree was con
ferred, and there Is work ahead
of the degree staff for months to
come, taking m new members.
Mrs.

Frank Brady and sons,

Charles and Frank, Mrs.' F, 0
Diver and Miss Washburn, all of
Dawson, passed through Roy,
Thursday on No. 14. Mrs. Brady
and sons are enroute for (xreenup,
Kyi, where they will visit friends
and relatives until the first of
October. Mrs. F. C. Diver will
spend several weeks in El Paso,
Texas, and Miss Washburn; who
is head nurse at the Dawson
hospital, will make an extended
visit to New York.
--

ADVICE TO FARMERS

GOOD
Spanish-America-

n:

'As I have been requested to
send in a report tn winter wheat
in this vicinity, 1 have spent two
days driving over the country,"
examining the wheat fields, and
it is my opinion that the majority
of them will not pay expenses,
and unless the farmers get busy
and pursue different methods in
the future than in the past, it will
be a long time before the country
is developed. .
While I do not by any means
claim to be a "professional" dry
land farmer, yet I do think six
years dry farming in Oregon has
taught me many valuable lessons.
In parts of eastern Oregon the
farmers are growing wealthy

from the production of winter
wheat alone, and I am convinced
we have here as good a soil, better climate and more rainfall
than they have there.
The majority of our farmers
are from the humid and
regions, and do not stop
to think that they are now farming in the semi-ariregion.
The semi-ariregion is classed
as the region having from 10 to
20 inches of precipitation per annum, and as near as can be estimated, the average annual precipitation of Roy is about 17
inches, therefore the methods
pursued in even the
regions will not often work here.
I will say to the farmer who
contemplates sowing wheat this
sub-humi-

d

d

sub-humi-

d

d

fall: Plow your ground not later
than the first of July and earlier
if possible. Fallow immediately
with the harrow, and, above all
things, do not let the weeds grow,
as it requires as much moisture
to grow a crop of weeds as to
grow a crop of grain. I consider
the most valuable implement on
a dry land farm, besides a plow
and harrow, to be a good weeder.
I would like to mention a case
that came under my personal observation in Oregon:
Two farmers
on adjoining
farms were each plowing 40 acres
for winter wheat, the conditions
being almost identical. One made
the remark, that he was going to
have a weeder if he had to inort
gage his team to buy it. The
other remarked that he had the
money but was not going to spend
$20 or $30 for a weeder.
The season advanced. Farmer
No. 1 bought his weeder and
went oyer his ground three or
four times, and at seeding time
his ground was in fine condition
and free from weeds.
Farmer No.ii summer filled his
ground with a disk and harrow,
and the result was the same as
mine last fall a fine crop of
weeds at seeding time.
When threshiug time came,
Farmer No. 1. who invested $30
in a weeder, threshed 40 bushels
of wheat per acre, or 1,800 bush"
els froni the 40 acres, while
Farmer No: 2' threshed 8 bushels

The shooting which occurred
at Mosquero, Tuesday, May 23,
and was reported as being accidental, has materialized as being
much different. The first report
was that B. H. Shrout was passing the home of J. D. Davis and
called at the house to get a gun
to kill a coyote. Mr. Davis'
daughter, Liola, started
to give him the gun, when the
hammer caught the side of the
door, discharging a load of No. 4
shot in the lungs of Shrout.
Several of the citizens of Mosquero had a long talk with Miss
Liola last Sunday evening. The
confession she made was that
her father' was jealous of her and
her mother, and that he and
Shrout had had a quarrel, and
her father drove down to the
Held in a wagon where Shrout
was at work and shot him with a
shotgun, then drove off to let him
die aloiie. The daughter says
she pleaded with her father to
bring him to the house and call
for a physician. Davis replied
that there was no use; he would
die any way, but if Shrout would
promise never to tell how it hap
pened, he would do so. Shrout
very promptly made the promise,
and is now at the Davis home, in
a serious condition.
Davis made his escape from the '
officers Sunday evening, leaving
without shoes, hat or coat. The
last seen of him was when he
went to a house nearby and got
an old coat, hat and shoes, and
went in the direction of Tequiz-auitCanyon. ,The officers have
all been notified and are on the
lookout for Davis.
Mounted
Policeman Sena and a party of
Roy citizens went out Tuesday
night in the Roy auto, but no
trace of him could be found.
e

per acre or

K20

bushels from his

over 1,200
bushels in favor of the man who
invested $30 in a jpeeder.
I will say again: Farmers, get
busy! Get out of the old rut!
Adopt the summertillage method,
and sure as fate, this desert will
bloom. In a few years this entire
mesa will be dotted with fine
farm' buildings, school houses
and churches, and be the homes
of happy, prosperous farmers.
Yours for better methods,
Ü. R. ABEKNATHY.
40 acres, a difference of

Cultivators.
shovel, gopher blades,
for one, two or three horses, at
Goodman Mercantile Co., Roy.

THE
E.

J.

ROY.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

NEW MEXICO NEWS

H. Roy, Editor and Proprietor.

Gathered From.

NEW MEXICO

All Parts of the State
INTELLIGENT DOGS.

Artesla Has Railroad Money.
Artesla.
The people of Artesia and
If one may Judge by the size of the
claims presented in the various coun- vicinity are prepared to pay a bonus
ties for sheep killed by dogs, we are of $100,000 to the first railroad run
ning trains between Artesla and El
rapidly losing the best of our sheep
Paso. If the shops of such a railroad
In Kentucky, and the dogs are showare located at Artesla the bonus is to
ing an almost human discrimination be increased to
$150,000.
In mutton, says the Louisville
Artesla Ships Much Alfalfa.
Sheep killed by dogs are
valued at anywhere from $6 to $12
Artesia. In the past few days
apiece. From this it appears that the eighty-sevecars of choice alfalfa hay
have been shipped from Artesla, at an
dogs must be given to killing
s
and Southdowns in full fleece. average price of $10 per ton, amountIn one western Kentucky county It ing to nearly $9,000 to the farmers already. Artesla will lead everything
has been discovered that sheep are
in the valley this year in the shipment
very generally listed for taxation at
of choice alfalfa hay.
f l ahead. In the same county the
claims allowed for bucks, ewes and
Constitution Makers Die.
lambs killed by dogs range from $8 to
Santa Fe. A strange fatalitv seems
$12.
If the assessor's report is to be to Dursue the members of the consti
believed, there must be a tremendous tutional convention. Though it is less
lot of scrub sheep In that county to than six months since it adjourued,
pull down the average to $4 a head, three members have alreadv died, the
and the dogs must exercise mighty last victim being Atanasio Roibal,
good judgment in avoiding the "scala- wno died at Pecos, at the age of o2.
wags" when they go forth on a slaugh- Those preceding him were George
Brown, of Raton, a young man, and
tering expedition. The dogs are show- A. H.
Harllee of Silver City, middle
ing a marked preference for high-clas- s aged.
mutton that presently, it Is to
be apprehended, there will be no
Prizes for Best Corn Grown.
blooded sheep left in that particular
Portales. A notice was published
county. Dead sheep seem to be more last week by R. G. Bryant, secretary
valuable than live ones, and it Is dif- of the Commercial Club, offering
ficult to account for such a situation prizes to boys for growing maize.
unless it be that Kentucky dogs are Since then a communication has been
progressing extraordinarily In acumen received from the Agricultural College at Mesilla Park offering to furand in fastidiousness.
Under such
circumstances it might be well to nish seed of Indian corn free of
charge for such contest. This seed is
raise the dog tax or to imoort a guaranteed
first class and of a variety
considerable number of canines that particularly adapted to
this climate,
are not so allfired smart.
so it has been decided to change the
contest from maize to corn.
The
To the long list of recipes for at prizes are to be given to boys under
talnlng old age must now be added a the age of 16 years, prizes to be in
new one, highly recommendeded by gold, $20 for the best acre of corn, $10
a man hot with a Teutonic, but with for the second best, and $5.00 for third
best. The cost of production is to be
a Celtic, name.
He Ms enthuiastlc
considered in the awarding of prizes.
about sauerkraut, which he maintains
will enable any man or woman to live
Kidnappers are Sentenced.
a century or more. It will conduce
.Vegas. Five to twelve years
Las
not only to longevity, but to happl
for Will Rogers, principal, and seven
ness. It is both nutritious and appe
to twelve years for Joe Wiggins, tool
tizing. It feeds the body and stlmu and accomplice, were
the penitentiary
lates the mind. It is cheap. At least sentences imposed by Judge Roberts
that Is what Its sponsor claims as the on the kidnappers of little Waldo
result of his personal dally experience Rogers. The contrast between the
with sauerkraut for about 50 years way the two men took their sentence
He does not say how often one ought was Interesting.
"I cannot express by feelings," said
to eat sauerkraut in order to become
Rogers,
almost In a whisper. "I can
a centenarian, but since he advocates
two meals a day for the average per only beg the mercy of the court."
Rogers almost collapsed as he stood
sons, he would probably not recom
up to be sentenced.
mend eating sauerkraut
between
"Excuse me, your honor, I did not
meals.
understand the sentence correctly,"
said Wiggins, politely, after the court
A wise Connecticut hen rode on the had delivered a lecture to him and im
pilot of an engine as far as a point posed sentence.
The court, who spoke plainly the
known as Plymouth Rock which was
time, patiently repeated the sen
first
her own kind of a hen and laid an
egg on the pilot In payment of her tences
"Thank you, your honor," said Wigfare. Ther Is really no occasion to
gins. He was given a heavier sengo fishing when stories like this can
tence, as stated by the court, because
be picked up at one's back door. n
he had pleaded not guilty and had
served time before. Wiggin's law
The harem skirt for women Is not yers say they will appeal.
enough, it seems. The Scottish High
Rogers' father, brother and sister
landers In New York were recently sat with him in the court room.
In passing sentence the court im
incorporated with the avowed object
of encouraging the wearing of kilts pressed on Rogers the enormity 'of
his crime and the court's personal con
on the public Btreets.
victlon that if allowed to go free he
would never commit another crime.
A western railroad is going to put
"It Is not the court that is punish
soda fountains on its summer trains, ing you, but the law," said Judge
This will, without doubt, add to Its Roberts. "In New Mexico the law
l
valuation.
is supreme."
In the absence of statute for kid
London has a Job lot of mummies napping in New Mexico, the men
for sale. Since the mummies are not were prosecuted for burglary, the
titled ones they are not likely to penalty of which is from three to
years. They will be taken to
arouse much Interest in this country. twelve
the penitentiary at once.
l.

n

Cots-wold-

--
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DOCTORS

Minor Occurences of More Than Ordl

nary Interest.

Raton recently dedicated three new
city parks.
Las Vegas will have a sane Fourth
of July celebration.
The trout fishing season in New
Mexico has opened.
Thr store .lerks at Tucumcarl have
organized a union.
q
Farmers around Clovis are complain
ing cf too much rain.
R. Irminger, a pioneer
citizen of Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Lincoln county, is dead.
Vegetable Compound
On June 15 the saloons in Carlsbad
Pnnnrl. Win
will close up voluntarily.
or.
"T s.m trlaA
pounce
been cured of dys.
have
that
I
Roswell will harvest and ship 500
pepsia ana xemais
cars of fruit this season.
troubles by your
The New Mexico Central has begun
medicine, baa
been troubled with
the erection of a hotel at Torrance.
both for fourteen
The contract has been let for five
Tears and consulted
miles of the Aztec irrigation ditch.
different doctors,
Lite Jennings, of Parsons, caught a
out lauea to get any
relief. After using
150 pound bear cub In a trap recently.
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Silver City is making great preparV fifffi t.fthlo f!nm.
ations for a Fourth of July celebrapound and Blood
tion.
Purifier I can say I
Am A. wall nrnmnr,
Recently sixty-fiv- e
cars of cattle
can't find words express my thanks
were shipped from Lordsburg, valued tfor the frond vnitrtoTnfirtiiMnA
haa Anna
at $57,915.
me. You may publish this if you wish."
Mrs. Ht.rmak Sieth, Pound, Wis.
There is at Questa a set of pistol
The success of Lydia E. Plnkhanv!
holsters that at one time belonged to
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
Kit Carson.
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
Game Warden Gable has concluded used with perfect confidence by women
arrangements for bringing elk into who suffer from displacements, inflamNew Mexico.
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irperiodic pains, backache,
Six new dwellings, ranging in price regularities,
bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency,
n,
from $1,800 to $5,000, are under condizziness, or nervous prostrain
Clivos.
struction
tion.
Ike Cox who killed Bill Truby reFor thirty years Lydia E.Pinkhau's
cently at Aztec, has been admitted to Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
bail In the sum of $10',000.
Colonel Dane Woods, one of the last suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
survivors of the "California Column" Proof is abundant that
it has cured
died at Las Cruces recently.
thousands of others, and why should
The Ladies' Cemetery Association it not cure you?
of Roswell cleared about $40 on their
If you want special advice write
Mothers' Day flower sales.
Lynn,Mass.,for it.
Mrs.Pinkham,
Tr. la paa o n .1 alnrnva liAlnfiil
A idewalk ordinance providing, for
the construction of more sidewalks
has been adopted at Santa Fe.
Ed. C. Bates died in Albuquerque
from having his left leg severed above
the ankle by a train at Becker.
out cathartics and purgatives, They ara
Incorporation papers have been filodj Cut
ry"KKw
ui uuu, imibii, unnecessary.
by the Monument Sheep Company of
CARTER'S LITTLE
Carlsbad. Capitalization $25,000.
LIVER PILLS
Cirizens of Las Cruces voted thir- Purely vegetable. Act ,
teen to oné in favor of the $75,000 bond gently on the liver, r
iwnniLiw
eliminate Due, ana
" vniTTir
issue for an
water works.
eootne tne aeucate
they
of
membrane
The County Commissioners have es
bowel. Core.
tablished a new voting precinct at Otis. Conatlpauon.
Thia district is taken from the Carte-ba- Biliouaneta,
Sick Head.
precinct.
iche ant Indication, aa million know.
Dr. Gable of Duncan, Okla., elect- SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
ed president of the Western Methodist
Genuine must bear Signature
college at Artesla, has wired that he
cannot accept.
The Reclamation service has opened
bids for the big steaip power plant to
be constructed at the site of the EleFOOT-EAS- E
phant Butte dam.
Shake Into Vonr Shoea
Contracts are now being signed up
at Portales to raise sugar beets to be
shipped to a sugar beet factory at Garlina
out ol oorna and bunion i. V tain
den City, .Kansas.
greatest comfort dlacovery of
tbe age. Allen'e Foot Em make
Six hundred and twenty-fou- r
tons of
tight or new ehoea feel u
It la a
oerUin. relief for Ingrowing naile,
Pecos valley alfalfa have been shipped
oalloueand tired, achina; feat.
WehataoTereo.oooteetimoaialo. THY
to points in Texas, Louisana, MissisITTO-IIASoldTei7wher,36.
sippi and Alabama.
lo not acrept any aubatltuta.
Bant dt mail tor ato. in ataaipe.
The Reclamation
service has a
ntlb"'.it'ACKAG
FREE
bunch of men at work putting In conMoT hp if mtivn anrtCT
crete head gates in the laterals be- "Inanlnrh POWI)l(S,
tin beet medicine fur
elokly Onildran.
Sold b
'rtah, ...nrih.r..
nie Al rnV Dmi.t.
low and around Otis.
'
"
AoMreea,
Trial paokage FREE.
Half a dozen booze joints in LinALLEN 8. OLMSTED. L Boy, N. T.
coln county are to be closed because
THE BEST STOCK
they are located in settlements
of
less than 100 inhabitants.
The old Benson place, Just south oí
able prices, write lor fret
Carlsbad, 'consisting of 620 acres of
Illustrated oatalogme.
A. H. HESS & CO.
watfred land, has been sold. The pur3MTmlaSL. nonatas. Tax.
chase price was $60,000.
A special effort is being made by
kill, ill
truti
the New Mexico Livestock Sanitary DAISYJ1Y KILLERpillea.
Neat, dea,
ornamental, rata Ma
Boi'.rd to suppress the cattle rustlers
.eat,cneap, Laataall
opere ting In the territory.
MiMa. Can'tiplllof
tip over, will not toll
or In. ura anvthlnar.
The Commissioners Court of Luna
effect
4 Guaranteed
county has, formally received the new
vi. Of Ml 4aa.Ur.or
sent prepaid lor 20c.
court house, which is one of the most
Harold nomas
IM Da I alb At.
in New Mexico.
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Links distant; thence North Thirty-seve- n
(37) degrees, Thirty (30) minutes, East Two Hundred Seventeen
Prof. Wm. G. Johnson and (217) Chains distant along the West
'family are back on their ranch.
side of Right of Way of the Atchison,
There is a bottle ot Cardui waiting for you at the
Carlyle Boulware, Claud Hos Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, and to the
drug store. Have you tried it?
kins and Guy Mitchell were vis- intersection of the South boundary line
If not, we urr;e you to do so, before your troubles
itors to Roy Saturday.
of what is commonly known as the Guy
have obtained suen a hold on you, that nothing will drive
George Mitchell left for Daw- M. Howe Tract, which is the Norththem out
son Saturday, after a two weeks' east corner of this tract; thence South
Even now, it may be nearly too late. But try it any(89) degrees, Thirty (30)
visit with his parents, Mr. and Eighty-nin- e
how. If anyJiirg can help you, Cardui will. It has helped
Mrs. R. W. Mitchell.
minutes, West One Hundred Sixty- in thousands of cases, where other medicines had been
I4t)
seven
lb l) Lnains, rorty-on- e
tried in vain. Why should it not do the same for you?
CarrollJohnson visited Elmer
along
on
South
Links'
fence
distant
Saturday
Boulwvre
night.
M. Howe Tract;
Mr. and Mrs. Odis Hoskins boundary of Guy
One (1) degree, no (00)
South
thence
were Roy visitors Saturday.
minutes, West Eight (8) Chains, Forty-seve- n
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Powell
(47) Links distant to Southeast
called on Mr., and Mrs. R. V. corner of the A. O. Jahren Tract;
Boulware. Sunday.
J45
(69) degrees,
thence South Sixty-nin- e
Literary was a success. Satur- Fifteen (15) minutes, West Sixty-tw- o
day night.
(62) Chains, Twenty (20) Links dis"My daughter, Octava, would have been in her grave
Jessie Hoskins was the guest of tant and along South boundary line of
Emma and Aliene Boulware one A. O. Jahren Tract to angle in fence;
today, had it not been for that fine medicine, Cardui,"
night last week.
thence North Two (2) degrees, no (00)
writes Mrs. Laura Lawrcrxe, of Drennon Springs, Ky.
"Nolhing I tried helped my daughter, until she had
(45) Chains,
minutes, West Forty-fiv- e
Notice For Publication.
Thirty (30) Link3 to angle in fence;
taken Cardui. I had sent for the doctor, when I thought
(79) de
of your medicine and got a $1 bottle. When she had
thence South Seventy-nin- e
grees, no (00) minutes, West Fifteen
taken four doses she became all right. I often recommend
Territory of New Mexico, i
(15) Chains to angle in fence; thence
Cardui to my friends."
)
County of Mora.
Your druggist sells Cardui with full instructions for use
North Fifteen (15) degrees, no (00)
In the District Court.
on the bottle.
minutes, West Seventeen (Í7) Chains,
Forty (40) Links to angle in fence;
William J. Lucas,
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooja Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn..
(69) degrees,
thence South Sixty-nin- e
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," sent free.
for Special Instructions, and
Plaintiff,
4
Twenty (20) minutes, West One Hun
"ywe
vs.
- inir 'in
'"Hill"
Mi irii'iM'iiirif iiTf i'iiiiér
dred Nine (109) Chains to the NorthPaul Butler, Blanche Butwest corner of tract which is a stone
ler Ames, The Union
set in a mound of stones; thence South
Surveyed by John L. Zimmerman, eatate and premises hereinafter desLand & Grazing ComThirty-seve- n
(37) Chains, Forty-nin- e
cribed, and all thereof, adverse to the
C.
E., June 13th to 24th, 1910.
pany, a Corporation, and No. 2035 (49) Links to a stone set in a mound of
estate of said plaintiff, and that
appearyour
enter
unless
That
'Qu
all unknown claimants of
stones and angle coiner on South ance in said cause on or before the plaintiff's title therein and thereto be
premises
in
the
interests
boundary of A. O. Jahren tract; thence
First day of August, A. D. 1911, judg- forever quieted and set at rest.
adverse to the plaintiff,
South Eight (8) degrees, Fifteen (15) ment by default and decree pro
o
of, in or to the land and
The tract of land situate in the
(56) Chains to
minutes, West Fifty-si- x
you.
against
will
be
entered
real estate hereinafter
of Mora, Territory of New
County
Pina-beta
comer of fence of Plaza Chorru
That Plaintiff's attorneys are Messr?. Mexico, commonly known as the, Jardesciibed, or any part
and Southwest coiner of tract; Bunker & Lucas, whose postoffice adthereof,
oso ranch, or as the Martinez ranch,
(54) degrees,
thence South Fifty-fou- r
dress is East Las Vegas, New Mexico. situate within the exterior boundaries
Defendants.
Thirty (30) minutes, East Thuteen
JOHN JOERNS,
of the tract of land commonly known
all un- (13) Chains, Fifteen (15) Links to angle
The said defendants,
Clerk.
(Seal)
as the Mora Grant, and which said
(63)
known claimants of interests in the in fence; thence South Sixty-thie- e
or Martinez ranch is more
Jaroso
(45) minutes, East
premises adverse to the plaintiff, of, in degrees, Forty-fiv- e
Notice For Publication.
described as follow,
particularly
hereinFifty-fou54
r
Fifteen (15) Chains,
or to the land and real estate
thereof,
to
in
any
fence and Northeast
pait
angle
Links
after described, or
Beginning at the Northwest corner
are hereby notified that a suit has been corner of Plaza Chorro Pinabeta; Territory of New Mexico
(34), Township
Section Thirty-fou- r
commenced against them by William J. thence South Thirteen 13 degrees,
of
County of Mora.
Twenty two (22) North of Range
Lucas, plaintiff, in the District Court W est Eleven fill Chains, Seven 71
In The District Court.
Twenty (20) East, thence South Une
of Mora County, Territory of New Links to anle in fence; thence South
1
Mexico, being cause No. 2035 on the Twenty 20 degrees, Fifteen 15 min William J. Lucas,
Hundred Sixty (1(50) Chains to the
section corner common to Sections
docket of said1 Court, wherein the utes, West Two 2 Chains, Five 5
Plaintiff,
Three (3), Four (4), Nine (!)) and Ten
plaintiff, William J. Lucas, prays that Links to intersection of North fence of
vs.
(21) North
his
No.
cause,
of
One;
said
Vorenberg
(10) , Township Twenty-on- e
heaving
final
thence
tract
upon a
Frank J. Lavan,
ese
thence
Eighty-nin(20)
89
Twenty
East;
real
the
to
degrees,
Range
in
and
of
South
East
estate
and
title
Charles C. Catron,
East to the Northeast corner of the
tate and premises hereinafter de- Fifteen 15 Chains to angle in fence; Thomas B. Catron, and
Eleven
N oi Ih west quarter of Section
scribed, be established against the ad- thence North Fourteen 14 degiees,
the unknown heirs of
e
(21)
Iwenty-onNorth
16
or
30
defendants,
Township
said
Sixteen
minutes,
East
Thirty
verse claims of the
Julia A. Catron, deceas- i. No. 2023, (11)
by
marked
(20)
East
Twenty
Range
of
any or either of them, and that the Chains, Fifty 50 Links to angle in
ed, and all unknown
ot
79
stones;
a
set
niounu
stone
in
said defendants, and each and all of fence; thence South Seventy-nin- e
claimants of interests in
thence South Four Hundred (400)
them be barred and forever estopped degrees, Thiity 30 minutes, East
the premises adverse to
85
Chains to the quarter section corner
from having or claiming any right, Twelve 12 Chains, Eighty-fiv- e
the plaintiff, of, in or to
Thirty-liv- e
(35),
in
real
Noith
section
to
estate
the
angle
in
to
or
fence;
thence
Links
between
or
interest
title
the land and real estate
Twenty-on- e
(21) North of
Township
and premises hereinafter desciibed and Twenty 20 degrees, Thirty 30 minor
hereinafter described,
66 Chains, Seven
Range Twenty (20) East, and Section
all thereof adverse to the estate of utes, East Sixty-si- x
any part thereof,
Northin
plaintiff's
7
to
fence
and
title
Links
angle
Two
(2), Township Twenty (20) North
and
that
plaintiff,
Defendants.
(20) East; thence East
of Range-Twenttherein and thereto be forever quieted west corner of Vorenberg tract No.
t:
The along the fifth correction line North
53
The said defendants,
Two; thence South Fifty-thre- e
and set at rest.
44 minutes, East unknown heirs of Julia A. Catron, deTwo Huudred Sixteen (216) Chains,
The said real estate is situate in the degrees, Forty-fou- r
of
claimants
unknown
all
Sixty-s-iand
x
ceased,
66
Eighty-one
81
(S4) Links to the intersec
Chains,
Eighty-fou- r
New
of
Mora,
Territory
County of
to tion of the eastern boundary survey of
Mexico, and is bounded and described Links to angle in fence; thence South interests in the 'premises adverse
Eleven 11 degrees, Five 5 minutes, the plaintiff in and to the premises the Mora Grant; thence North along
as follows, t:
described or any part the said eastern boundary survey of the
46 Chains, Ten 10 hereinafter
The tract of land commonly known West Forty-si- x
hereby notified that Mora Grant Five Hundred Sixty (500)
are
thereof,
fence;'
in
South
thence
angle
to
near
Links
Ranch,
situate
as the Carillo
78
degrees, Thirty-eig- a suit has been commenced against Uhains to a point on the said eastern
and Seventy-eigh- t
Wagon Mound, New Mexico,
them by William J. Lucas, plaintiff, boundary survey of the Mora Grant;
38 minutes, East Forty-thre- e
within the exterior boundaries of the
Eighty-five
85
in the District Court of Mora County, thence West Three Hundred Thirty to
County
43
Links
Chains,
of Mora,
Mora Grant, and in the
of New Mexico, being cause oix (330) Chains, Eighty-fou- r
Territory
Twentyin
South
thence
Mexico,
fence;
and
angle
more
New
(81)
of
Territory
37 No. 2023 on the docket of said Court, Links to the place of beginning.
particularly described and bounded as two 22 degrees, Thirty-seve- n
minutes, West Four 4 Chains, Fif- wherein the said plaintiff, William J.
follows, t:
That unless you enter your appear
of
teen 15 Links to angle in fence; Lucas, prays that upon a final hear
corner
Beginning at the Southeast
ahce in said cause on or before the
deing of said cause, his title and estate
79
tract which is identical with the North- thence South Seventy-nin- e
A. D. 1911, judgestate 1st day of August,
east corner of what is commonly known grees, Thirty 30 minutes, East Forty-si- x In and to the land and real
o
and
decree pro
default
by
ment
59 Links hereinafter, and as in the complaint
46 Chains, Fifty-nifi- e
as the Vorenberg tract, whence the
entered
therein
against
be
will
be established
described,
corner common to Sections Twenty-fou- r to the Southeast corner and place of herein
you.
Thirty-Fiv- e
containing
against the adverse claims of the said
(24),Twenty-five(25- ),
Nineteen (19) beginning,
Plaintiff's attorneys are Messrs.
them,
of
all
or
any
or
defendants,
and Thirty (30), Township Twenty (20) Hundred acres, more or less.
& Lucas, whose postoffice adBunker
and
each
and
defendants
the
lies
and
that
This
(20)
and
tract of land
Location:
North, Ranges Twenty
is
dress
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
20 North, nil of them be barred and forever
(21) East, N. M. P. M., within Township Twenty
Twenty-on- e
JOHN JOERNS,
any
claiming
estopped from having or
(74) degrees, Ranges Twenty 20 and Twenty-on- e
bears South Seventy-fou- r
the District Court.
Clerk
of
(Seal)
the
real
to
or
in
interest
right, title or
Three (3) 21 East, N. M. P. M.
(39) Chains,
Thirty-nin- e
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MEATS AND BONES.

English People Make Exceptional
Man Shift for Himself.

Germana Outatrlpplng Britons Bo
cause Are Willing to Back Their
Faith With Money Employ
Beat Brains for Testa.

LEFT-OVE-

POT

Clever Housekeeper Allows Nothing to
Go to Waste Delicious Flavor
That May Be Imparted by Judicious Use of Herbs.
All

meats

left-ov-

and bones in

fresh condition can be used tor the
stock pot The bones from roast
meat and the giblets and carcasses of
poultry are especially good. The giblets include not only the gizzard and

London, England. Sir James De- war,
Britain's greatest cnemisi,
f
V
ancelebrating today the thirty-fourtniversary of his professorship in the
Royal Institution.
wing pinions, the head and feet The
"We are not a scientific nation," be heads must be skinned, carefully
said, "as the people make the excep- washed, and the bills and eyes cut
tional man shift for himself, and It Is off; the tiny morsel of brain gives the
only faith and work almost super- broth an extra succulency. To clean
human that can enable him to follow the feet, first cut off the nails and let
to the end the true lines of his genius. them lie in boiling water for ten minLook at this institution and consider utes, after which the skin can easily
my
be removed. But also soak them In
the names of the men who held
)
v
honored chair before me Young, salt and water to remove the barnyard
Davy, Faraday and Tlndall. To them odor before putting them on to cook.
?
belongs the credit for discoveries of Chicken and turkey feet are gela
Immeasurable benefit to mankind.
tinous and add a good deal to the
aro quality of soup stock. The feet and
the
showed
first
Davy
"Here
however,
lamp, Tyndall conducted his investi- heads of ducks and geese,
colmagnetism
soup.
After
good
not
for
the
and
are
heat
of
radiant
gations
In
be
can
discoveries
that
material
lecting
the
all
and Faraday made
currents which form the had, weigh It and add a quart of water
magno-electrl- o
lighting and the to each pound, putting in two or three
fanal
nf elaetrle
onion, sev
transmission of power. Yet we have carrots, one medium-size($300,-000- )
sprigs or
60,000
a
few
celery
stalks,
only
of
eral
an endowment
after 112 years. How do we go parsley and salt and pepper. Cook
on? Well, that question Is a puzzle to slowly until the meat falls to rags,
every savant that comes our way. A skimming off grease carefully for, If
foreigner seeing what we have ana allowed to remain this will give the
knowing what we have done remanís. stock a rank taste. Strain while hot
Your endowment must be enormous. and when cold cover the vessel and
When we say we have no endowment put away In a cool place.
and spices
to speak of he shrugs his shoulders
A great many herbs
and exclaims: 'England Is a national whose usefulness Is rarely considered
enigma.
In America are used in France and
Whv la Germany outstripping us In Italy to obtain the delicate flavors for
Francisco 1. Madero, Jr., following his successful attack on Juarez, science and Its practical applications? which the French and Italian dishes
has constituted that city the seat of his provisional government and has apBecause the Germans believe in eel are famed. The most Important
pointed a provisional cabinet. Meanwhile he has been planning to march ence and are willing to back their
is garlic,
In these countries
on the City of Mexico.
any
.
and
money.
Without
Is
delicious
use
proper
with
faith with their
which
500,
trouble at all the kaiser raises
with wrong use is atrocious. A garlic
nnn mfiOO.OOOl
for research alone. pod is made up of a number of little
The German firm of Bayer has estah sections called cloves, and one of
Ushed a gigantic business on the fun- these, peeled- - and bruised, is enough
damental discoveries of British chenv to season an immense dish. For a
lsts. In 1875 Bayer employed 119 peo little plat made up for two or three
by a gardener employed by the asso ple. Now he employs 5,000 workmen, persons, several thin shavings from
Planned by People of Pittsburg ciation.
and lou the clove are enough, and where the
680 clerks, 260 engineers,
For all palate wishes only the slightest sugThis work will be done in connea chemists mark, chemists!
and Surrounding Towns.
tion with that of the Pittsburg Play this British research into coal tar gestion of the taste, the serving dish
ground association, which is also plan opened the path.
or vessel may only be rubbed with the
ning five large garden plots for the
"Germans employ the best brains In garlic. This flavor is necessary for
Peach Trees and Vegetable Seeds children at Arsenal Park, near the the universities for specialized ex all sauceB that go with spaghetti; a
Holmes school in Oakland, at Ormsby periments in the commercial labora beef steak rubbed with garlic before
Will Be Set Out by Youthful FarmPark, in Mount Washington, near the tories,
the results are financial It Is cooked Is vastly Improved, and
ers Fertilizer and Implements
Hazelwood station, and in the West profits exceeding the wildest dreams two cloves of It put Into incisions in a
Be Looked After.
End. The Playground association also of avarice. Do you know that the leg of mutton or lamb to be roasted
has a fine greenhouse In Washington Germans spent in a quarter of a cen- will improve them wonderfully. Two
Pittsburg, Pa. Pittsburg promises Park. Each garden plot will be sur- tury
5,000,000) on syn- or three common cloves, stuck in an
1,000,000
to become one large peach orchard rounded by flowers planted by the thetic Indigo? They subdivide the ex- onion and boiled with beef soup add
and vegetable garden If the plans of little gardeners.
periment and drive the Inquiry to the to the flavoring, and if a tablespoonful
several organizations meet their Just
The Playground and
Vacation limits of concelvablllty.
of Worcestershire is put with lamb
reward, and only the introduction of School Association of Allegheny will
do
we
or beef to be boiled the taste will be
falling
is that
"Our national
poultry and dairy farming will be also have garden plots in the parka, not provide
chemists and other scien- another thing. Hungarian pepper or
needed to make it seem Just like the ana tne children oi woods Kun are tific, students to carry on the lines of DaDrlka. is also a very useful com
old days on the farm.
looking forward to again growing work developed by our outstanding modity in the kitchen, this giving the
Under the direction of Mrs. S. L. vegetables and flowers beside the pen' geniuses in discovery. In this country most delicate flavor to tomato aisnes,
McCullough about four hundred peach itentlary.
the exceptional man is the cheapest omelets and salads of all sorts. For
trees, raised from seeds planted by
In addition to its peach culture the of natural products."
potato salads tarragon vinegar Is ex
children of the city last year, will be civic committee of the Congress Wom
cellent, and chives, whicn can oe
set out in tbi yards of their homes.
en's Clubs of Western Pennsylvania
irrown In a little not in any kitchen,
Vegetable gardens for grownups of will plant several flower beds in the HALF TON OF HONEY FOUND are invaluable for the piquancy they
I
111
JlnU fySYY on rkTttalot
Oakland is a prospect of the Oakland city. The New Era club has two
U lOLl, UUUl
vww tfl ,
Will glVO HU
Is also
which
Sorrel,
salad.Board of Tradewhich expects to se- beds in the grounds of the Hancock
a fruit
cure the use of a large tract of vacant school; the Council of Jewish wom- Workmen .Tearing Down Tavern Built easily grown, is delicious for Friday
150 Years Ago Make Pleasant
land to be divided Into gardens. These en has d bed at the Hospital for Chilsoups made of milk or a rich vegetaand Profitable Discovery.
will be planted and tended by citizens dren; the Saturday Afternoon club
ble stock with cream.
of Oakland, whose names will be fur- has one at the Curtis Home; the
The hors d'oeuvre is not much used
nished the Board of Trade by the As- Women's Club of Pittsburg will have
Lenox, Mass. One thousand pounds by private families In America, but a
sociated Charities and other civic one at the Pittsburg Home for Babies of honey, some of it more than sixty dish of any of the things used will adworkers. Harvey H. Smith is chair- in Center avenue, and the Travelers' years old, is on exhibition at East mirably set off a modest meal. For
man of the committee in charge of club will plant flowers In front of the Lee, a village near he- 1- The entire oysters or clams, cooked or raw, two
Several quantity was obtained by workmen hours before serving chop two or
these gardens aud the furnishing of Workshop for the i Blind.
seeds, fertilizer and Implements will flower gardens have also been plant- while tearing down a tavern built 160 three shallots fine and put them in a
ed by the committee in Crafton and years ago.
They discovered in the saucedlsh with salt, pepper, vinegar
be looked after by the committee.
'
garret more than ufty swarms of bees and oil. Pass this around with the
The Young Men's Christian asso- Sheriden.
accumulation of shellfish, supplying small plates for
and tleir half-to- n
ciation is planning to open gardens
"honey. For more than a century the holding the sauce.
for boys in three of its centers of
Trade Is Generally Brisk.
tavern has been in the hands of a
work among the foreign population.
'
People who make It their business single family. No person now living
Its plots of ground will he divided inA young woman pretends to know
to small gardenB, about 20 in one lot, to fool the public seldom have to close can remember ever having entered the leBs than she knows and a young
garret
and the work will be superintended out tor lack 'of customers.
man more.
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Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
1911.
May 23, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Esteban
Cordoba, of Roy, N. M., who, on April
13, 1906, made homestead entry No.
for SW 1NE i, SE i NW J,
W i SE J, Section 10, Township 17 N,
Range 2j East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five jear Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Eu
gene J. H. Roy, U. S. Commissioner,
at Rov. N. M.. on the 18th day of
9212-0738- 7,

July,

1911.

May 19,

Notice is hereby given that George
H. Morris, of Solano, New Mexico,
who, on Feb. 21, 1906, made H. E. No.
NE J
7295, serial No. 02514, for N
and SW i NE i of Section 28, Township 19 North, Range 27 East, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Court Commis
sioner W. H. Willcox at his office, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 5th day of

July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ramon Bonay,
Daniel Laumbach,
A. S. Bushkévitz, Thomas McGrath,
Manuel Cordova, Marcelino Esquibel, W. A.
Brumage, all of Roy, N. M.,
all of Roy, N. M.
and Dionicio Lucero, of Solano, N. M.
Manuel R. Otero,
Edward W. Fox,
Register,
3
'
3
Register.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication.

Notice For Publication.

Department oí the Interior,
U. S. Land Office ut Clayton N. M.,
April 28, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Rosa-ritNarbais, of Solano, N. M., who,
on May 7, 1906, made H. E. No. 8333,
serial No. 03832, for SW J, Section 8,
Township 18 North, Range 27 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of
intention U make Final live year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Court
Uonmiissioner v . ti. willcox at tus
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 14th day
of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leonoro Pacheco, Dionicio Lucero,
Isaac Martinez, Leopoldo Andrude,
all of Solano, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
0
Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
May 19, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Juan Navarro, of Roy, N. M., who, on April 2,
1906, made H. E. No. 7880, serial No.
03785, for S SW i Section 18, and E
NW i Section 19, Township 21 North,
Range 25 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner Eugene J. H. Roy, at his
office, at Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th
day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fermin Madrid, Ignacio Maestas,
Abel Madrid, J. D. Medina, all of
Mills, N. M.

15-2-

18-2-

Edward W. Fox,
Register.

3

18-2-

18-2-

NOTICE

CONTEST NOTICE.

FOR PUBLICATION.

C 3Ü15

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
Department nf the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
s! Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
V.
U. S. Land Office at v layton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. ,M.,
April 29, 1911.
,
April 21, 1911.
May 19, 1911
having
affidavit
contest
A
sufficient
Notice is hereby given that Mary E
Notice is hereby .gi ven that Joe Elek,
by Hugh
office
in
this
filed
been
N
Albert,
M., who, on
of Abbott, N. M., who, on April 25, 3elarde, of
Trout, contestant, against homestead
12, 1906, made II. E No. 7550,
made H. E. No. 8195, serial March
1906.
serihl No. 013168, for N i NW i and Entry No. 16894, serial No. 04815, made
03817, for NW i Sec. 14, and NV. 3,
1,
N
Nli i, Section 7, Township 20 April 12, 11)07, for SE i Section
1909, H. E. No. 09619, for the N SE i
19 North,
26 East,
Range
Township
M
P.
N.
29
Meri
Mirth, Range
liast,
and N SW Í, Section 14, Township
dian, has tiled notice of intentiun to N. M. I'. Meridiaiif by Pet Pisenta,
23 North, Range 25 East, N. M. P.
b'inal live year Proof, to estab Conte.itee, in which it is alleged that
Meridian, has filed notice of intention make
lish claim to the land above described, said entryinau has wholly abandoned
to make Final five year Proof, to es
before U. S. Court Coinmissioher VV. his homestead entry; that he has
tablish claim to the land above desH. Willcox at, his office, at Hoy, New failed to reside upon, improve, or cul
cribed, before U. S. Court Commis
Mexico, on the 8th day of June, 1911. tivate same; that the above mentioned
sioner W. H. Willcox at his office, at
delects exist and have existed for
Claimant numes as witnesses:
Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th day of
Victoriano Arguello, Cundido G. more than six months last ia.t. Said
July, 1911.
Trujillo, Simon Belardo, all ol Al larties are hereby notilled to an
Claimant names as witnesses:
bert, N. M.; Andrea U. Trujillo, of iear. respond, and offer evidence
Jacob Floei'sheim, Thomas McGrath,
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
Solano, N. M.
of Roy, N. M., and Mary Elek, Charles
a. in. on June 17th, 1911, before United
Edward W. Fox,
L. Wood, of Abbott, N. M.
States Commissioner VV. II. Willcox,
5
Register.
i
y, Edward W. Fox,
óf Roy, N. M., and that final hearing
Register,
3
N0TICE FOR PUBLICATION.
will be held at 10 o'clock a. in., ou
June 24, 1911, before the Register and
U. veiver at the United States Lund
the
Department of
Interior.
Notice For Publication.
U. S. Land Office at t layton, N. M , Office in Clayton. New Mexico.
April 21,' 1911,
tThe said contestant having, in
Department of the Interior.
Notice is hereby given lhat Andres proper affidavit, tiled April 28, 1911, set
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Pacheco v Gonzales, of Mosquero, forth farts which show that after due
May 19, 1911.
N. ,!., who, on May 9, 1906, made H. diligence personal service of this not
Notice is hereby given that Halic M.
K. No. 8'1, serial No. 03837, for NI
ice can not be mad.-- , it is hereby order
Warner, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on
Mil
4.
I
NW
N
NK
nn
and directed that such notice he
i
2i.
Í NW
Swt
Dec. 28, 1909, made homestead entry
18 North,
by due and proper publication
Township
25,
NW
given
Section
Í,
Section 8, Town
No. 010083, for NW
"Kdward W. FoX,
2d East, N. M. P. Meridian,
Range
ship 20 North, Range 28 East, N. M. P.
Register
tiled notice of intention to make
has
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
entryman
of
year
address
to
establish
Record
Proof,
live
to make Final commutation Proof, to Final
Dawíon, N. M
claim to the laud ibove described, be
des
above
land
the
to
establish claim
H
W.
U.
Commissioner
S.
Court
fore
cribed, before U. S. Court Commis
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
vVillotix at his office, at Roy, N. M.,
sioner W. H. Willcox at his office, at
1911.
8th
day
June,
of
on the
Not Coal Lund.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th day of
Jlaimant names as witnesses:
July, 1911.
Department of the Interior,
Fluinencio' Pa
Felipe Gonzales,
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Land Office ut Santa Fe, N. M.,
Benigne
Gon
Rlea,
M.
checo,
Jose
Ed
Hopper,
May 11, 1911.
James
William King,
that Jose
given
hereby
ward W. Paxton, James L. Hayes, all zales, all of .Mosquero, N. M.
Notice is
Edward W. Fox,
of Roy, N. M.
Tihursiio Martinez, of Rov, Mora
Register
Edward W. Fox,
county, New Mexico, who, on Dec. 23,
"
Register,
3
Entry No.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1908, made Homestead
N i óEJ,
and
,
NE
S
the
02612, for
17 North, Range
Township
12,
Section
Department of the Interior,
Notice For Publication.
24 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
notice of intention to make Final
May 4, 1911.
Department of the Interior,
claim
Notice is hereby given that Marii commutation proof, to establish
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
before
described,
above
land
the
to
M.
Dolores Anaya, of Sanchez,
May 19, 1911.
Commiswho, on March 9, 1905, made H. E W. II. Willcox, U. S. Court
Augustin
given
that
hereby
is
Notice
MexNew
Roy,
at
office
sioner, at hi
5864, serial No. 03449, for S 1
Fernandez, of Roy, N. M., who, on No.
1911.
July,
10th
day
(if
the
on
S J NW J, Section 10, Township ico,
May 14, 1907, made II. E. No. 16178, and
Claimant names as witnesses:
17 North, Range 25 East,
N. M. 1
.26,
SW
1,
Section
serial No. 04693, for
Vidal Samora, of Sanchez, San
filed
intention
notice
of
has
Township 19 North, Range 26 East, N. Meridian,
New Mexico; Juan
to make Final five year Proof, to es Miguel county,
M. P. Metidian, has filed notice of inof Sanchez, San
Gonzales,
y
Maectas
claim to the land above de
tention to make Final five year Proof, tablish
Mexico; Manuel
New
county,
Miguel
scribed, before U. S. Court Commi
to establish claim to the land above
Mora county,
Roy,
of
W, H. Willcox at his office, at M. Cordoba,
described, before U. S. Court Commis- sioner
Cordoba, of
Esteban
Mexico:
Roy, N. M , on the 2'2d day of Jure, ntiv
sioner W. H. Willcox at his office, at
New Mexico.
county,
Mora
Roy,
1911.
Roy, N. M., on the 6th day of July,
Manuel R. Otero,
'
Claimant names as witnesses: .'

Eugene J. H. Roy
-

-

Roy

New Mexico

United States
Commissioner
stenographer furContest cases.

Short-han- d

nished

in

"
Everything

land

in

Contests,

matters-Fili- ngs,

Proofs and

etc.
Office with the

tate

&

Roy Real

Es-

Abstract Co.

14-1-

'

18-2-

.

14-1- 9

Variety Machine

Works
ANDKKSON

&

Prop.

SHKLTKKN,

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blue, smithing, Heavy Forg'
ing, Horse Shoeing. Estimates (liven on Pipes --and
Pumps for Wells

All

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty
All

Variety Machine
ROY,

'

work Guaranteed

,

Works

NEW MEX.

t

18-2-

The Model Grocery
and Meat Market
Roy Bros., Props.

Fancy Groceries,
Fresh Fruits and

Vegetables
Always on Hand
223
Fish and Oysters in Season

We can furnish you" with the very
best of edibles for the every day and
Renter
2
holiday trade. The very best goods at
Jose Ma Gallegos, Francisco Lujan,
Claimant names as witnesses:
i
Lujan,
Lee
all
of
Sena,
Hilario
Garcia,
Elias
the most reasonable prices.
Tomas
Epifanio Flores,
"
of Carrizo, was
Martinez
M.
D.
M. Sanchez, N. M.
N.
Roy,
of
all
Flores,
Ramon
Once a Cuitomer, Always One
West,
Edward W. Fox,
in Roy the first of the week on
Edward W. Fox,
Next Door to Postoffice, ROY, N. M.
1
Register.
business.
Register.
3

1911.

'

'

17-2-

16-2-

18-2-

of the House will not stop with a reIt sometimes happens that a woman
Generous.
'
"John, that man next door came
vision of the wool schedule, but will marries a man because she is sorry
tune
to
follow with a revision of the .cotton, for him. But is not that a poor way over here today and offered
Lucy's
piano."
little
sympathy?
show
to
her
metals and chemical schedules.
"Great! Did you let him do It?"
Washington 'motorists are worWng
LIVE
"No, dear. He wanted to tune it
your skin is marred by pimples and
' to bring about the enactment
If
hard
liver marks, take Garfield Tea. It will with an axe." Baltimore Sun.
of a bill Introduced in Congress by regulate the liver, cleanse the system and
Representative Jones, of Virginia, to purify the blood.
Breaking It Gently.
establish a national highway from
CONDENSED RECORD OF T H
SImpkins always wa3
Washington to Fredericksburg, Va., by
Took Profeaor't Word for It.
This is what he wrote:
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
way of Mount Vernon.
"Didn't you hear all of the profes"Dear Mrs. Jones Your husband
HOME AND ABROAD.
Congressmen who get into see Pres- sor's lecture?"
cannot come home today because his
"WTiy, no.
He began by saying bathing suit was washed away.
ident Taft these days are not surprised
"P. S. Poor Jones was Inside tne
is
sleep
the secret of right lito learn that he Isn't worrylngabout the that
suit." From Norman E. Mack's Nawent
vingand
came
home
I
and
then
While
adjournment.
all
Wash
date of
tional Monthly.
FROM ALL
ington Is sizzling with the thermome to bed."
Speaking on Maxims.
ter around 100, the President's office
A Tame Substitute.
bhows a temperature of about eighty.
The spender, with an
SAYINGS,
sneer, handed this maxim to the savDOINGS, ACHIEVE- Mr Taft sits over a ton of Ice each 'It begins to look as If those advenyoung men who went to Mexi- er: "Some people are so stingy that
turous
day.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
seeing some real fight- they are dishonest."
President Taft has issued a drastic co in hopes of
AND FEAR8 OP MANKIND.
ing will be denied that pleasure."
"And by the same toKen," respond
order designed to prevent the return
"Yes.
There is nothing left for ed the saver, with, a raw laugh,
of deported convicts to the Pausma them to do now but to come back
some neoDle are so liberal that they
WESTERN.
are dishonest. Count them up, please,
canal zone. Any convict who ha1? home end Jump on the umpire."
and see, in these days of liberal spendserved an imprisonment sentence in
. Chief of Police Seymour of San
ing which side has the majority."
zone and been deported and
A MEAN REMARK.
Judge.
Francisco, has been suspended from the canal
then returns to the zone is to b3
duty by the Board of Police.
deemed" guilty of a felony and pun
Economy's Danger Line.
In broad daylight the State Bank ished by imprisonment for one year
Representative
Macon, at a dinner In
of Albany, Okla., was robbed by two
and thereafter removed from the canal
Washington, condemned faking.
and
bank
the
masked men who entered
zone.
'An explorer especially should not
secured $2,000.
he said. "Explorers' adventures
fake,"
President Taft has denied the appli
Prospectors In the Upper Kuskok- are so incredible, anyway. If one oí
them takes to faking, how Bhall we bewlm valley, Alaska, near Innoko river, cation for thé pardon of Charles W,
lieve the rest?
have discovered old gold diggings Morse of New York and of John R.
"In fact, the difference between the
which were worked by the Russians Wal&h of Chicago, the two most prom
sentrue
and the fake explorer is hard to
convicted
ever
and
bankers
inent
before the United States bought
distinguish.
It's like the difference be
tenced to federal prisons under the
Alaska.
tween ecenomy and vagabondage.
banking
law.
national
"The man who lives on almost notn- President F. A. Delano of Chicago
Representative Taylor, acting for the
ing, you know, is an economist, while
of the Wabash railroad system, speak
the man who lives on nothing is a
ing before the Chicago. Traffic Club, atttrney general of Colorado, filed in
tramp." Detroit Free Press.
advocated the regulation of newspa- the Supreme Court a petition for a repers by the Interstate Commerce Com hearing in the case of the United
Carrie Catt's Retort Sarcastic.
States vs. Fred Light, Involving the
c
utilities.
mission as
Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt, the well- grazing regulations es
Clarence Henderson, bookkeeper In legaiity of the
known writer and lecturer, in an ad
na
in
forestry
service
by
the
tablished
a bank at Beggs, Okla., Is dead, and
dress in New York on woman suffrage,
Edward Brieht. son of a real estate tional forests.
said:
investigation
of
Immediate
An
"A famous New York editor was ar
man of the same place, will die as the
Homely My husband Is exMrs.
guing with me the other day.
result of mistaking a quart can of sweeping scope of the renewed tremely hard to please.
"'But, he said, "women cant pre-- .
e
charges that Senator Lorimer of Illi
for muddy water.
Miss Caustique Indeed! You don't tend to be men's equals. Take war,
proto
seat,
is
his
entitled
not
Clarence Patrick, a telegraph opera nois is
It.
for instance. Suppose a war arose beresolutions called up look
tor of Oklahoma City, broke a fast vided for in two
tween us and England, or us and Gere
La
Dillingham
and
by
Senators
of forty days and ate an orange, Pat
many, or us and Japan, what would
MENTAL ACCURACY
Senate.
in the
you do then, madam?'
rick claims to have cured himself of
Leaving
Off
Coffee
by
Charges that American' newspaper Greatly Improved
He de
"'I'd do the same as you would,' I
rheumatism and other ills.
answered promptly. 'I'd sit at my desk
clares he took nothing but pure water publishers are compelled to pay high
cream
manager
an
extensive
of
The
during his fast. He lost thirty pounds. er prices for news print paper be- ery In Wis. states that while a regu and write articles urging other people
to go and fight.' "Washington Star.
In the hurry attendant upon the last cause the International Paper Com- lar coffee drinker, he Jound it injuri
night of the session of the Missouri pany is practically in control of the ous to bis health and a hindrance to
Muddy Work.
'
legislature, the revenue bill providing Industry in this country, were made at the' performance of his business
Dr. Owen, the American Baconian
the tax levy under which appropria the Canadian reciprocity bill hearing
who is excavating the banks of the
tions amounting to $19,500,000 are to before Senate Finance committee.
"It Impaired my digestion, gave me River Wye near Chepston to prove
Bacon wrote Shakespeare, is inbe raised got lost in the Senate and
An agreement to favorably report a distressing sense of fullness in the that
failed to pass. The discovery was the Sherwood $1 a day service pen- region of the stomach, causing a most spired to that enterprise by this lino
painful and disquieting palpitation of beneath Shakespeare's portrait in the
made the next day.
sion bill,, affecting half a million old
First Folio:
After being separated from her hus soldiers, was reached at a meeting of the heart, and what Is worse, it mud- - "It was for the gentle Shakespeare
so as to seri cut."
band, Peter C. Sharp of Pittsburg, the House committee on invalid pen- dled my mental faculties
ously Injure my business efficiency.
By transposing the letters he almost
1871
Kan.r-sinc- e
to
Chicago
in
fire
estimated
bill
is
The
involve
the
sions.
"I finally concluded that something gets the instruction to
Mrs. Anna Catherine Sharp of Oak a total cost of $38,000.000.
would have to be done. I quit the use
"Seek, sir, for a true angle at Chepland, Cal., arrived and was welcomed
Declaring that skimmed condensed of coffee, short fiff, and began to drink ston."
into her old home. Her husband and milk Is endangering the lives of mil- Postum. The cook didn't make it
The correspondent of the London
his present wife, Mrs. Louisa Sharp, lions of Infants Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, right at first. She didn't boil it long Daily Express who was sent to report
whom he married nine years ago, aft pure food expert of the government, enough, and I did not find it palatable the enterprise was much Impressed by
er giving up search for his first wife has announced his Intention of start- and quit using It and went back to cof- it.
"I have never," said he, "seen so
met her at the train.
ing a crusade against all manufac fee and to the stomach trouble again.
mud."
much
Bert H. Conners and J. Mansel turers who misrepresent that product
"Then my wife took the matter In
way.
any
hand, and by following the directions
Parks, both said to be members, and in
The latest, publication to be issued
on the box, faithfully, she had me from the Passenger Department of the
the latter a former officer in the Los
FOREIGN.
drinking Postum for several days be-f- Denver & Rio Grande Railroad is an
Angeles local union of the Structural
attractive two tone effect entitled
I knew it.
Iron and Bridge Workers, have been
Ri ports from Torreón, Mexico, say
This booklet
"Among the Rockies."
to
that
happened
remark
"When
I
arrested In Los Angeles by detectives thg rebels, who recently captured the
contains a vivid description of all the
had
I
feeling
than
much
was
better
working under the direction bf Dis- town, have murdered over 200 Chinese. I
s
along the System in Colofor a long time, she told me that I rado. Utah and New Mexico as the
trict Attorney Fredericks, on a charge
Provisional figures returned by the
íostum, and that traveler sees them step by step. No
of being implicated in an attempt to census officers give the population of. bad been drinking
we have no tourist should be without this handy
Now
it.
for
accounted
dynamite
new
destroy with
Los England and Wales this year as 36,- the
table.
on
our
coffee
reference publication.
Angeles county Hall of Records last 075,269, compared with 32,327,843 in
restored,
been
"My
digestion
has
some
weeks before the 1901.
September,
and with this Improvement has come
blowing up of the Times building.
A monoplane carrying Lieut. Paul relief from the oppressive sense of
DENVER DIRECTORY
Dupuys and Pierre Marie Bournique fullness and palpitation of the heart
WASHINGTON.
fell from a height of about 250 feet at that used to bother me so. I note such
ñfW Dealer In all klndu of
Dnu II, ILUUn,
CITANDIKK. Mnmmoth cátaRheims, France. Dupuys was killed a gain in mental strength and acute-nes- s
years
Senator Frye, after forty-on- e
lo mailed free. Cor. ISth & Blake. Denver.
to my office
his companion fatally injured.
and
can
attend
I
that
Is
Congress,
of continuous service in
President Diaz, in a letter read by work with ease and pleasure and withRELIABLE : PROMPT
leaving Washington late for his home
the president of the chamber of depu out making the mistakes that were so
Gold. 75c; Gold and SilIn Maine.
ver. SI .00 : Gold. Silver
annoying to me while I was using
and Copper. $1.60. Gold and Silver refined
With snow falling in Montana and ties, in Mexico City, resigned the coffee.
bought.
Write for free'malllnraacke,
and
freezing temperatures In Nevada and presidency of the republic of Mexico
"Postum Is the greatest table drink Ogden Assay Co., 1636 Court PI., Denver
Oregon, a hot wave is now centered and the acceptance of the resignation of the times, In my humble estimaover the middle West and the South. by the deputies was announced. Vice tion." Name given by Postum Co.,
can and should have. S clear skin
II Wants,
Major Archibald W. Butt, military President Romon Carrol, who is In Battle Creek, Mich.
complexion, facial He
II and beaiitmil unci
juvenutor
riasnia is tlie best (ace
to
shortly
is
Taft,
France,
to
resigned.
Road
to
"The
President
also
book,
aide
Francisco
Read the little
treatment Known, renioveBwntiKir. Drown
marry the sister of Mrs. Taft, is the Leon De La Barra, late ambassador Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a reason."
spots, discoloratlons. etc. Write for free
literature. Trv a free treatment. Hotel
to Washington, was elected tempor
rumor prevalent In Washington
Ever rtut th abort letter? A ew I
"1 Bolvtdcre, Denver. Good Agents Winted,
appeari from tima to tima. Tac?
ary president, pending the general
ar gaanlnt, trua, mui full of bnmaa
TOILET & MEDICINAL CO, DENVER, COL,
totaraat
It ii announced that the Democrats election.
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or

sight-place-

MER-DU-

ASSAYS

ipVERY WOMAN

DIAZ FLEES
FOR EUROPE
IN

THE

DARKNESS OF EARLY
MORNING FORMER RULER
STEALS AWAY.

New Fishing Industry.
Alblcore fishing In Nova Scbtlan waters has become Interesting, but for
financial reasons. These fUn frequently weigh over 500 pounds and are
known as horse mackerel. A number
were shipped to Boston last season.
The average price there Is three and
one-hal- f
cents per pound. Formerly
these fish were considered a nuisance
to the fishermen.

CRIMINAL NEGLECT

OrSKIN

COUNTRY

IS QUIET

PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT DE
TAKES OATH
OF OFFICE.

BARRA
.

LA

o

1

For Infants and Children.

Tho Kind You llavo

.

Always Bought

AND HAIR

3 PER CENT
AVef etable Preparation for Assimilating iheroodandRcgula-lin- g
the 5 tomachs and Bowels of
AlCOHOL--

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment do so
much for poor complexions, red,
rough hands, and dry, thin and falling hair, and cost so little that It Is
almost criminal not to use them.
Think of the suffering entailed by
neglected skin troubles mental because of disfiguration physical because of pain. Think of the pleasure
of a clear skin, soft white hands and
good hair. These blessings are often
only a matter of a little thoughtful,
timely care, viz.: warm baths with
Cutlcura Soap, assisted when necessary by gentle anointings with Cutl
cura Ointment. The latest Cutlcura
book, an invaluable guide to skin and
hair health, will be mailed free, on
application to the Potter Drug &
Chem. Corp., Boston, Mass.

ft

m

Bears tho
Signature

i.'ii

m

Promotes

neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

of

Mexico City. Enveloped In heavy
Not Nawc
wraps, trembling with weakness, fear
Pwpt tfOld DrSAMVEimm
and old age, Porfirio Diaz, long dictaPumfkin Su
Alx.Smnm -tor of Mexico, in the darkness of early
Pxhll.S'Ht
morning, stole out of his home and In
Ain Sni
ftpptrmiiU
a borrowed auto was whirled away to
íiCifriMñUSuUi
a remote suburban station to board a
Krm Si.d .
,1
CUrfitd Sufaf
special train for Vera Cruz.
Winkiym Flnvtr.
0
There he boarded a steamer which
Remedy forConstipa
A
Derfcct
kP.fl
is making a trip to Coalzacoallcos and
lion , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
will return to Vera Cruz next WedWorms.Convulsions.Feverish- He Knew.
nesday and sail for Europe.
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
I
Backer You got trimmed bad.
Insurrectos stopped his special train
before it reached Vera Crüz, but on thought you said you were confident
Facsimile Signature of
of the result. learning that Diaz was on board,
Pugilist I was. --f knew I'd get
lowed it to proceed, evidently glad he
licked.
Puck. Tmi Centaur Company
was leaving the country. Diaz left
here at 2 a. m. Only a few friends
NEW YORK.
Km
whom he trusted followed him to the TO QUENCH A SUMMER THIRST.
local station.
Don't pour a lot of ice water into
In the distance he could hear the
voices of enthusiastic celebrants who you In order to quench the thirst for
Guaranteed under the Fooda
were acclaiming the new president, the moment not only does it not proFrancisco Leon de la Barra, and shout duce the desired result, but it is bad
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
for you.
ing "Viva Madero."
g
There is just one beverage that fits
Secrecy here was due less to ap
prehension of a popular outburst than all conditions of heat and thirst
COCA-COLto a desire that he reach Vera Cruz
Next time you're hot, tired or thirsty
without the fact being known to maa glass or a bottle of this one
drink
rauding bands along the route.
Travel between here and the sea best beverage delicious,' refreshing,
At
or
port usually is over the Mexican rail
'
way, a standard guage line with mod carbonated In bottles 5c everywhere.
COCA-COLCO., Atlanta,
era equipment. Rails along this route Write to the
copy of their booklet, "The
Ga,
a
for
frequently have been removed of late
"
you will
Truth About
by bandits, who were determined that
find it interesting..
Diaz, for reasons best known to them
selves, should not leave the capital
That Liberal Congress.
They are reported to have harbored
"Washington has asked for one
the Idea that Diaz would follow the
hundred additional policemen."
precedent of other
"What about It?"
presidents and carry the national
"Congress wants to give- - them that
funds with him.
many new laws, instead."
There is another railroad to the
coast, a narrow gauge affair owned by
Tea will réndate the liver, Rivthe government. Taking it for granted ingGarfield
and bilious
freedom from
that Diaz would take the more luxur- attacks. It overcomes constipation.
moious route, the bandits have not
lested it. For this reason the narTo Take for a Headache.
A man can lead any woman to talk,
row gauge was chosen by the former but he can't always make her say
"What do you take for a headache?"
"Liquor, the night before." Toledo
president for his trip.
what he wants to hear.
could
Blade.
A more dreary leave-takinscarcely be imagined. Rain had Mr. Wlnalow Soothing Syrup for Children
soften the (films, reduces InflammaGarfield Tea overcomes constipation.
fallen earlier In the night and by the teething,
tion, allay pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.
emerged
President
former
time the
is
The way of 'the transgressor
from his house the air was chilly. He
Anyway, there is nothing monoto- hard but smooth.
was closery muffled and" to aid the nous about the weather.
disguise a borrowed automobile was
used. The route to the San Lázaro
station had been mapped out over unfrequented streets.
Or a little water from the human system when
By a prearrangement,
at the last
thoroughly tested by the chief chemist at Dr.
moment police were scattered along
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N..Y., tells the
the line. .At certain points the close
story of impoverished blood nervous exhaustion
friends of the former chief executive,
or some kidney trouble. Such examinations are
Including those who are to accommade without cost and is only a small part of the
pany him across the Atlantic, fell in
work of the staff of physicians and surgeons under
the direction of Dr. R. V. Pierce giviwj the best
behind his limousine.
medical advice possible without cost to those
Three trains were used, the first
who wish to write and make full statement of
acting as a pilot. The Diaz special
An imitation of natures method of
symptoms.
lollowed and some time later a third
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
train occupied by a detaehmentof
the blood and nervous force is used when you
Infantry set out
the Twenty-fifttake an alterative and glycerio extract of roots,
General Diaz was accompanied by
without the use of alcohol, such as
Mrs. Diaz, Mrs. Romero Rubion de
Teresa, Colonel Porfirio Diaz, a son;
Golden
Dr.
Lieutenant Lorenzo Elizaga, and their
Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of digestive juices, refamilies; General Fernando Gonzales,
stores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the iiver and
Colonel
Santa
Gonzales,
Manuel
purifies and enriches the blood. It is the great
y
Rondero,
Cruz, Major Espionosa
tod restorative nerve tonio. It makes men stroog in body, aotive ia mind
Francisco S. Garcia and Ignacio de 1
and eool ia Judgment. Get what you ask for!
Garita.
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Railroad Workers, Stone Workers,
Miners, Farmers
All yon men who do heavy work, the kind of work
that's hard on shoes you cas nuke your work
shoes last twice ss long, by protecting the leather
counters and heels with metallic heels. Lighter than
leather. Bought ready attached to work shoes, or
quickly fitted ly any cobbler.
It your dealer isn't
supplied, write us. Your inquiry brings a booklet.
UNITED

SHOE

MACHINE! CO.

BOSTON,

flesh-build-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

22-19- 11.

MASS.
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Nature has been generous this

Advertising Rates
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15c
50c
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An outing party composed of
Jessie Crouse, Miss Ollie
Mills
Mitchell, C. L. Justice and J. M.
Aldridge started for a trip to the
canyons Sunday afternoon. They
Rev. Taylor, the missionary were overtaken by the rain and
evangelist, has been holding a were the guests of Wm. 3aum
series of meetings at the Bentley for several hours.
school house. Last Sunday the
house was crowded. The ser0. A. Million of Solano, was in
Mr.
vices were very helpful.
Roy
on business Wednesday. He
Taylor is from Philadelphia, and
n the past was pastor of one of says the hail Sunday did a great
the leading churches there. His deal of damage to the wheat crop
efforts here resulted in the estab- in his vicinity.
lishing of a Baptist church, the
name to be "Mt. Olive Baptist
Johnnie Kranawitter, the popChurch." Quite a number united
by letter from churches east. The ular and well known operator of
elder, Mr. Brockman, whs ap- the E. P. & S. W., passed through
pointed deacon, the same being Ruy,
Wednesday, enroute to Corhis office in his church in Nevada,
ona,
where
he will work for a
Missouri.
short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Cross arrived
from Kansas, Wednesday, to make
The Fairview Pharmacy this
a short visit with their son, Rol
week
installed an up
soda
lin, and their daughter, Mrs.
They are on fountain, and is ready to serve all
Frank Searight
their way to California
kinds of cold drinks.
A carload of goods came in
Monday, belonging to Mr. Epps,
Dr. Frank Brady and son,
who has taken up a claim north- Charles, of Dawson, were :n town
east of Mills.
a short time Sunday.
B. Vandyne is busy building
and fencing for Miss McClure on
Dry farmers and dry land
her ranch.
frogs--croa- k
when it rains.
The "Ladies' Club" met Wed
nesday afternoon and had a sew- Just Received
at Goodman
ing bee. Object: To make a
Mercantile Co.
quilt to sell to some lone bachelor. All ladies in the community are invited to join.
Car of flour, corn chops, cane
seed, millet meal, maize and
Take The Spanish American.
kaffir seed.
Miss

Items

ooooooooooooo
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many people have you ' known who have
HOW
gone through fearful hardships during periods of
sickness, simply because they had been living beyond
their means?

sea-- ,

Plenty of moisture is now in
the ground to produce abundant
crops provided you are in a position to handle your soil properly.
No farmer, however experienced,
can raise crops in this section without special tools.
It is our business to KEEP THE
TOOLS IN STOCK, where you
can get them when you need them
son.

RIGHT NOW
Acme Harrow, Tower Surf ace Cultivator, Rotary Attached Harrow,
New
Cultivator, Riding
and Walking Listers, Lister CultiCampbell
vators,
Double Row
Packer, Check-RoPlanters, One-HorDrills, Grain
Drills, Harrows; Disc Plows, Cotton
Sweep Attachments for Cultiva17-Too-

th

Sub-Surfa- ce

w

se

-

tors, Etc.

We are Sole Agents for the Deering and
Headers, Binders, the Great Dain Hay
Press. We can furnish you with complete information regarding any farm tool on the market.
Mc-Cormi-

ck

New stock of Wagons just in $35.00 and up.
Harness at all prices. Lumber in all grades.

1
Prompt and Courteous Attention given your every
want We are anxious for your patronage.

Bank a part of your earnings regularly and keep a
reserve fund fnr the need of cimasa tnr rlonfli
which may come to us at any time. Have your fam- - 1
H
.
rJ-r
J ciui, so iL.i
uy piuvtucu
inai me puuess inanas or poverty
will not lay hard upon your loved ones.

WE HAVE

THE GOODS IN STOCK

GET

OUR PRICES

.1

If vou deposit onlv $20 a month for twentv vears.
van (kan
a iiiuuiu luiciCBlI Clur, ll111C IC51
iucii uianr
of your life without touching the principal.
w
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LET OUR BANK BE YOUR BANK
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H
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Floersheim Mercantile
; Company
PAID UP CAPITAL $200,000

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
x y

k

ROY AND SPRINGER,

NEW MEXICO

ROY, NEW MEXICO
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DRAINAGE

IS

NEEDED

often use more water In the vain hope
of washing the alkali away. It cannot
be truthfully said, however, that these
e
swamps could have been
prevented altogether by a sane use of
water, but the evil day would have
been postponed to a considerable extent. Nor will regulation of the supply prove a complete cure for the dif
ficulty.
man-mad-

Apparent in Every Section Where
Irrigation Is Practiced.
Water-Loggin-

g

fined to

USING

RIBBON

ENDS

DAINTY

'

TRIMMING MAY EASILY
BE DONE AT HOME.

Really No Task at All to Turn Out
Most Effective Ornamentation
for All Kinds of Pretty Boudoir Baskets.
Dainty In color and workmanship
are the little baskets that depend on
their trimming of ribbon flowers for
the delicate effects for which you must
pay a pretty price if you cannot make
them. But you can! So buy your
ribbon in pale pink, old rose, moss
green and the soft yellows. Purchase

of Lands la Not ConParticular Part-Ma- kes
Its Appearance Even on
the Bench Lands.

The
necessity of draining irrigated lands has become apparent,
not only in every section o.f. our
own arid west, but in every country where irrigation is practiced. India and Egypt and Spain have their
problems and their characteristics are
much the same as our own. A conservative estimate Bhows that nearly
a million acres of valuable land In
the west are In need of drainage. The
water-loggin-g
of the irrigated lands is
not confined to any particular section.
It makes its appearance in the river
bottoms and in low lying swales and
depressions, as would be expected, but
it does not stop there. The gentle
slopes, the hillsides, yes, even the
bench lands are attacked.
I once saw a tule swamn on a
hillside that had a slope of 20 de
grees and one of the wettest proposl
tlons I ever encountered was on the
very brow of a high gravel bench,
800 feet higher than Its drainage basin
writes B. A. Hart, in the Denver Field
and Farm. Nor is waterlogging confined
to any particular soli type clay, silt,
sand and gravelly lands are all suscep
tible to its ravages. Many men have
declared that their lands will never
CUT OF THE NEW CLOTHES need drainage, because they have a
gravel
I have found, however,
sub-soi- l
gravel
a
that
is often a source
Really Few Fundamental Changes
Everyone realizes the
of drainage.
Will Be Noted In Styles for the
need of drainage on humid lands, but
Coming Season.
few understand the necessity or even
Beyond the
advent of the possibility of draining irrigated
the trouser skirt no fundamental lands. As a matter of fact, Its neces
changes, and few even of a second- sity is even more imperative than in
ary order, have been made in styles. humid sections for the reason that wa
Skirts are no wider and some of the
in the west is always ac
modes are narrower than ever. Pos- companled by a concentration of alka
sibilities, however, are held out of li salts on and near the surface. Cer
their being rendered less inconvenient tain of these salts are necessary to
and dangerous by a plait or two hid plant growths but certain others are
den beneath an overlapping breadth exceedingly injurious. Water-loggin- g
and other similar devices. Coats are Is the natural result of
almost invariably short, but they con- and is made natural by the absence of
tinue to set close to the hips, while natural drainage outlets.
The soil
not made to tighten in at the waist filling of a valley consists of decom
Empire styles of waist prevail, the posed rock and is often very deep. The
skirts coming up high and both cos- rainfall of the arid regions Is very
tumes and dresses always belted in light and the evaporation factor high
about the natural waist, often right so that little water percolates down
under the bust. Many of the smart ward through the soli and as a consedresses have trains, but such an addi- quence the ground water reservoir is
tion is not considered, obligatory by usually well below "the surface pre
any means and dresses without them vious to the irrigation of a valley.
are reckoned quite as smart. Trains
It has been demonstrated that
are always narrow a large percent rainfall of 18 inches properly dlstrib
age do not exceed in importance a uted will produce crops. The plant, of
prolonged panel. Slight modifications course, receives only a part of this
have been made In sleeves. The fash- amount. Much is lost by evaporation
ion of cutting in one piece with the and some by percolation. When lrrl
shoulder no longer reigns supreme. gatlon is practiced, however, from two
r
Half long and
long to twenty times this amount of water
sleeves are cut slightly wider and all is supplied. The plant undoubtedly
sorts very straight.
Boleros have uses more than before, more Is lost
have been revived, but as part of the by evaporation, but by far the larger
costume or dress bodice, not as sepa- part of the excess percolates down
rate garments. Wide collars are retain- ward through the soil and eventually
ed, but revers enjoy less favor and
finds its way to the ground water res
are either omitted or rudimentary.
ervolr, the level of which is thus raised
year by year until finally water-logginNew Slippers.
and the attendant alkali troubles re
Among the new shoes and slippers
sult The bogs usually appear in the
the latest are those of natural colored lowest part of the valley first, while
linen. A preparation is sold for clean the alkali shows up on slight eleva
ing these, but they may be worn a tlons.
great many times before they show a
Having once begun, the spread of
soiled appearance.
seepage is rapid and the infection
the
Tbese would be pretty with the makes its way up the slopes until
white suit, but with a frock of the eventually even the highest parts are
same ecru shade as the slippers the Injured. The appearance of the bogs
effect would be better.
is viewed with alarm and their spread
with consternation by the farmers who
Match the Suit.
back, abandoning
Many blouses match the suit in col- are steadily driven
taking up higher lands
or and braid, crocheted buttons and their farms and
in turn they are often in
the touch of black satin are the favored from which
But, not
of abandonment
forms of trimming. They are general danger
Intensity of the alarm,
withstanding
the
ly made of crepe de chine or of satin
occurs to these same farmand have narrow crushed girdles at it never
the supply of water that
reduce
era
to
tached.
is doing the damage In fact, they

oblong shape. They also appear in
groups of three at each side. Dark
green ribbon is strung through the
straw and decorates the handle. A
rose with green leaves Is attached
to the top of the handle. This shape
Is always procurable and can be
changed completely In effect by the
addition of ribbon flowers.
A rose in a circle of leaves Is used
on a round flat basket. Small buds of
ribbon are attached to green stems
and hang from the handle. The basket Is lined with green silk stitched In
pink or yellow to repeat the color of
the flowers.
On another little suggestion there is
a Vandyke effect of ribbon. Both upper and lower rims are wound with
ribbon. Large roses are surrounded
by ribbon leaves. They are placed at
the lower ribbon points on the basket.
Perhaps the exquisite work of the
empire days in France is convincing
proof of the charm of
baskets and bags. They are beautiful
examples of handiwork, and in the return of this style of decoration all
women can rejoice, for it can be done
at home.
ribbon-trimme-

d

sub-soi-

little baskets of fire reed or sweet
grasB and then follow directions.
For the preliminary step in rose'
making, take a piece of narrow ribbon
and fold it; In the center as you need
it. Over your finger roll the end and
sew at the lower edge. Keep up this
rolling process until the flower is the
size that you wish. When making
Jeeves, gather the ribbon at one end
so that the pointed effect can be easily
obtained. The narrow green ribbon
twisted forms an effective stem.
After making a number of roses of
different sizes and a supply of leaves,
apply them by strong thread to the
basket to be decorated. The little
French basket shows a line of rose'

Any

l.

g

n

three-quarte-

g

buds around the base and a cluster of
flowers and leaves at one side. The
high handle is wrapped with green
ribbon tied in a bow at the side.
"On a little sewing basket with the
silk top roses are used in another way.
A serpentine line of tiny ribbon ends,
made of baby ribbon, decorates the
straw case. A straight line of flowers
twines over the strap handle. Green
silk is used for the shirred top, although any serviceable figured silk
will be just as attractive. The fittings
of this basket are in pink the same
shade as the flowers on the outside.
Roses are used on the cover of an

ALFALFA

IN ROWS

FOR SEED

Object la to Secure Greater Control
of Moisture Furrows May Be
Smoothed Out.
(By ALVIN KEY8ER,

-

Colorado

Agri

cultural College.)
Mr. P. K. Bllnn, alfalfa specialist
of the Colorado experiment station,
with headquarters at Rocky
Ford,
Colo., has called attention to the necessity of planting alfalfa in rows for
the most successful seed production.
So much inquiry is being made at the
present time that It seems advisable
to again call attention to certain
points which should be observed in
growing alfalfa in rows for seed production.
The object of putting alfalfa in rows
for seed production Is to secure a
greater control of the moisture. Un
der irrigation this greater control 1b
obtained because by the row method;
the alfalfa can be irrigated by fur- rows. The furrows may be smoothed
out with the furrowing machine so
that the water may be run through
quickly, thus giving a light irrigation.
Cultivation of the rows assists in the
conservation of moisture. Thus by
control of the two factors, irrigation
and cultivation, the necessary amount
of moisture for the best crop development 1b secured. Too much water
tends to produce vegetative growth
at the expense of seed production.
Under irrigation, the row should be
planted 20 Inches apart, and every
other row furrowed out for irrigation.
When, however, alfalfa is planted on
dry land for the production of seed,
the rows should be further apart and
the plants thinner in the row. In
order to permit the amount of water
commonly present to suffice for the
plants which are actually on the
ground. By dry land methods, the
rows as a consequence should not be
placed closer than 36 inches apart.
The plants should be drilled in the
row and may well be thinned to 20
inches apart in the row, leaving
good, strong plants when the thinning
.

Is done.
Mr. Bllnn reports that he saw

al-

falfa planted 40 Inches apart between
rows, and 40 inches in the rows, at
Hlghmore, N. D., which yielded Beed
at the rate of five bushels per acre,
where the rainfall was only seven
Inches for the entire season. From
our experience and the experience of
others on dry land, it would seem
that 36 to 42 Inches is about the proper distance to plant alfalfa in rows
for dry land seed production. The alfalfa should be given as thorough cultivation as is given corn or potatoes.
If this is done, a good average seed
yield can be produced" for each season. If thicker planting is made on
the dry land, it does not leave a sufficient supply of soil moisture to mature a good seed crop. Success is only
guaranteed when the number of plants
Is reduced to the carrying capacity of
the soli.
Live Stock Leaders.
The states which lead by reason of
numbers of the different classes of
Illinois
live stock are as follows:
with 1,655,000 horses; Texas with
mules; New York with 1,771,000
milch cows; Texas with 7,131,000 cattle other than milch cows; Wyoming
with 7,316,000 sheep and Iowa with
6,485,000 swine.
702,-00-

0

Irrigation In Brazil.
Irrigation projects are receiving serious government attention in Brazil, particularly in the northern states,
0
with their total irrigable area of
acres and their 2,000,000 persona.
500,-00-

oooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooooo

Joe Black purchased the barn
on the Guy Tompson claim and
Miss Nancy Redic purchased the
house. W. W. Day moved the
OOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXJOO
buildings to the Redic and Black
A school meeting was held claims on Tuesday.
Tuesday, May 23, at the home of
Some of the ladies of this viRoss Eaton. Jeff Price, Ross
Eaton and Frank Seright were cinity met at the home of Mrs.
chosen as the school board. Over Ethel Harper last Thursday af$140.00 was assigned
toward ternoon and organized the "Pris-cillEmbroidery Club," with
building a school house.
Miss Jessie Wick as president;
Mr. Epps and family, formerly Mrs. Ella Eaton, vice president;
of Pleasanton, Kansas, arrived
Mrs. Ruby Seright, treasurer,
Tuesday, and will henceforth reand Mrs. Ethel Harper, secretary.
side on the "Boulevard."
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Eaton and
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Harper and
Frank Geohri visited with
Mr. (i rover Lackey were enter Mrs.
and Mrs. Frank Seright,
tained at supper by Mr. and Mrs. Mr.
Sunday.
Joe Black, Sunday evening.

Missouri Boulevard

The Holder Bros, are drilling
Miss Jessie Wick visited with
)rs. W. W. Day, Wednesday.
another well for Roland Cross.

A. BUSHKEVITZ
VICE PRES.

Roy Telephone Company
(INCORPORATED)

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on

a

i

E. J. H. RQY
SEC'Y AND TREAS.

A. S. BUSHKEV1TZ
PRES. AND GEN. MANAGER

the North

Connect with Long Distance at Springer
LONG DISTANCE FEES.

Chico
Taylor
JariU
Springer

25c

Solano
Mosquero
Mill.
Abbott

. 35c
. 25c

35c

35c
45c
35c
50c

.

Local Residence
$1.50 per mo.

Local Business

$2.50 per mo.

--

1

. . .

J

L

John "Smith and family, who
spent the winter and spring in
Oklahoma, have mjved back to

r

The Oriental Hotel

. . .

D

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

First Class and

Service

Up-to-da- te

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours

D

New Mexico

D

Roy,

-

-

-

-

-

-

their claim.
W. W. Day expects to start to
BuffalV Okla., the last of the
week to harvest his wheat and
oats crop there.
Kev. C. E. Hunt tilled his regular appointment - at ' the school

house Sunday morning. There
were no services in the evening
on account of the heavy
.

VM. C. ROY

C. F. ROY
Vice. Pies.

FRANK A. ROY

President.

Sec.

&

Treas.

The Roy Land & Live Stock
Company.
INCORPORATED

AND OWNERS

Investment in Real

We, the officers and members
of the Ladies' Primrose Progressive Circle, do hereby tender our
heartfelt sympathy to our worthy
president, Mrs. A. Bushkevitz,
and family, on the sad event of
the death of their baby bov;
therefore, be it
Resolved, that a copy of these
resolutions be published ' in the
and spread on
the minutes, and a copy sent to
the bereaved family.
Committee.
Spanish-America-

n

Etate it Worth a

Lifetime

of

Labor

W. FRED OGDEN, SEC'Y

E. J. H. ROY, PRES.

Roy Real Estate & Abstract Co.

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000
ORIGINATORS

A Good

Resolutions.

OF

No Deal Too Small

No Deal Too Large

THE ROY TOWNSITE

REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE, HOMESTEADS LOCATED, RENTALS
AND COLLECTIONS,' SURVEYING, LAND FILINGS, COMMUTATION AND FINAL PROOFS. U. S. COMMISSIONER AND NOTARIES IN OUR OFFICE

DEALERS IN

ReaJ Estate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep, Catile and Horses

AUTOMOBILE LIVERY IN CONNECTION

We hold several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale.

Phone 25

Town Lots a Specialty

OOC30000 ooooo

Your

Legal

and

Land

Solicited

Business

Tlie Goodman Mercantile Co,
(INC.)

H.. GOODMAN, Manager

(

Dealers in General Merchandise
Agency for
J. L CASE ENGINES,

NEW STORE AND NEW STOCK

and Threshing Machines,
Cream Separators,
and all Farm
Machinery.

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Glassware, Groceries, Hay,
Feed. Flour and Anything that is needed in any Home

We buy Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hides, Pelts and Wool.
PHONE 5555

LUMBER

AND C0ÁL

We expect soon to add
a complete line of Lumber, Coal and Building
Material.

We also buy Country Farm Produce

Before Buying Llsewhere, uive us a
ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

8 PORT.

CLEANS AND POLISHES IRONS

fP

.

Western League Standing.
Merely Rubbed Over
3Í
Sioux City'
21
.677
10
Oiled Pad and Piece of Corru18
9
27
.667
Wichita
gated Metal.
Denver .
,..29 18 11 .621
Lincoln
29
18
11
.621
16
15
31
St. Joseph
.516
An effective cleaning and polishing Omaha
14
17
.453
.....31
30
19
11
.367
s
device for
has been designed Topeka
4
28
.125
..32
by a New Jersey man. It consists of Des Moines
a triangular box in two parts and large
Tony Caponl has been signed to
enough to permit of the free move- fight fifteen rounds June 16th with
ment of the Iron within its boundaries. Eddie McGorty of Oshkosh, Wis.
In the bottom of one side of the box Is
Milwaukee. John Mevllle, manager
a felt pad, which Is saturated with oil. of Al
Kaufman, has agreed with a loOn top of this Is laid a piece of fabric
cal fight club to match
Kaufman
sufficiently porous to allow of moisten- against
Jim Flynn for ten rounds.
ing from the lower pad. In the other
The University of Washington eight-oa- r
side of the box is a piece of corrugated
crew defeated the varsity crew of
metal.
the University of California on Lake
Washington at Seattle, by ten lengths.
Charles Pierson, the fighting newsboy of New York
City, outclassed
Johnny Ryan of San Francisco in the
sixth round in a scheduled
bout at Leadville.
Implement

Is

A
Jf á The

sad-iron-

jp

Sliced

W

1

Dried Beef

1

Old Hickory Smoked
7 Highest Quali to

Finest Flavor

ta sealed glass jan at your
wlsA;

--

for If66i'

i

Yl

Kfc

ThfttMakisthi Baking Bettir
Failures are almoit impossible with
Calumet.
We knew that It will (Ire roa better
results.
We know that the baking wOl be pan.
-inore wkelesome.
We know that it will be more evenir

d

raited.

GENERAL.
Miss Sarah M. Scheidley, whose
holflings In Kansas City realty were
valued at ?2,000,000, is dead.

Fitting.
"Did your nephew make a suitable
marriage?"
"Yes," replied the man who habitually thinks along erratic lines. "He
has curly blond hair, and has never
done anything more herculean than
to pick flaws on a guitar, and well,
he married a female baseball player."
Puck.

five-stor-

Folds

ten Not In Use.

To clean'an iron the Implement is
rubbed over the
cloth till
the rust on it is softened. It is then
WELCOMED BY MEN WHO
rubbed over the corrugated metal and
SMOKE
the surface cleared of grit as far as
the corrugations can do this. The final
Particular men who smoke realize polishing is done with a dry flannel
how offensive to people of refinement
cloth. The box is made with the two
is a strong tobacco breath, and how parts hinged so that they can be folded
objectionable to themselves is that up when it is not in use and will not
"dark brown taste" in the mouth take up so much room.
.
.
after smokings ... ,.
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic is worth
its weight in gold for this purpose RECIPES WORTH PASTING UP
Tu of o llt la ft Q rrl a n a rt ntotai
rinse the mouth and brush the teeth. Indian Curry and Rice Makes Excel
lent Hot Dish Proper Way to
The mouth is thoroughly deodorized,
Boll Rice Pie Crust.
the breath becomes' pure and sweet
cleandelightful
sense
and a
of mouth
Indian Curry and Rice. Fry 15
liness replaces that dark brown to- cents' worth of round steak In hot
bacco taste.
olive oil with a chopped onion and
Paxtine is far superior to liquid an- one clove of garlic.
When brown
tiseptics and Peroxide for all toilet cover with hot water or soup stock.
and hygienic uses and may be obtain- S.immer about twenty minutes. Into
ed at any drug store 25 and 50c a box this put two grated turnips and one
or sent postpaid upon receipt of price grated carrot; season with salt and
by The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, pepper and a pinch of cayenne pepMass. Send for a free sample.
per. Mix one heaping tablespoon of
curry powder with a little water and
Unkind.
Serve with boiled
stir into gravy.
Mrs. Benham They can't say that rice.
all your money goes on my back.
To Boll Rice Properly. Pack rice
Benham Not If they look at your
clean and wash it In two cold waters,
face.
not draining off the last water until
you are ready to put the rice on the
fire. Prepare a saucepan with plenty
water and a little salt.
When It
bolls sprinkle in the rice gradually,
so as not to stop the boiling. Boil
hard for 20 minutes, keeping pot covered; then pour off wter, after which
set the pot on the back of the stove
to allow the rice to dry and grains
to separate.
alt-tri-á

Cleanses the System

effectually; Dispels

colds and Headaches;
due to constipation.

Best for men. women
and children ; young

and old.

Toqet its Beneficial
effects, always note the
name of the Company,

(moríjiaFioSyiíüp(o.
plainly printed on the
front of every package
of

the Genuine

Fire destroyed the Northwestern Car
Company's building, a
brick
structure, causing a loss of $100,000.
Backed by prominent Boston men, a
hospital is to be established in Boston
which will be exclusively for the rich.
Three persons were drowned by th9
overturning of a canoe In the city
reservoir on the outskirts of Hamilton, Ohio.
A bill providing that no woman shall
be permitted to work more than nine
hours in any day or more than fifty
hours in any week in Missouri will
take effect June 20th.
The cut In price of steel bars an
nounced by the Republican Iron &
Steel Company will be met by the
Carnegie Steel Company.

Suggestion for Shade Rollers.
When buying new shades on rollers,
always put fn a number of additional
tacks, as usually there are far too few
put in by the makers. Use them especially at the ends. This saves the
k
annoyance of having to
the
shade on the roller In case of the care-es- s
handling which children often give
them.
Orange Juice.
Orange Juice can be made to serve
as a most delicious drink for luncheons If only a little thought and time
be spent upon it. Served chilled, In
tall glasses with some diced banana,
a grape cut and seeded, a bit of pineapple or any seasonable fruit Is an
agreeable drink to sip throughout a
luncheon In lieu of wine.

y

And we knew that Calumet Is more
economical, ootn in iu use and cost.
We know these things became we
nave put mo quality into it we nave
u it uivu uui in every way. it is
used nowin millions of homes and its
aiea are growing daily,
it la We
modern Daklng powder.
Have you tried it?
Calumet Is highest in tualltr
moderate in pnce.
Received Hit
Awards
.World's Pore Food Exposition.

kt

f?t HADE BY THE T&í

A boy threw a fire cracker into 100
pounds of dynamlte'at Jefferson City,
Mo., and one man will die and five
persons were Injured.

Paul
Sharon,
built in
stroyed

Revere'B

old homestead at
Mass., and a powder mill,
Revolutionary days, were de
by fire recently.

More than 20,000 lives and Í2.000,000,000 worth of property have been
sacrificed to fire in the United States
-

during the last fifteen years.
In the Federal Court at New York
Judge Martin Imposed a fine of $15,000
on Henry Duveen, the importer, who
pleaded guilty to an indictment charg
ing him with having undervalued
goods imported into this country. Du
veen is a, large importer of diamonds
The battleship Michigan, command
ed by Captain Nathaniel R. Usher, is
the premier shot of the American
navy. In the spring battle practice
just concluded, the Michigan scored
99,929 points of merit and will be
awarded the gunnery championship
trophy.
Developments in the steel and Iron
trade point to a rupture between at
lease one of the
"independ
ent" companies the Republic Iron &
Steei Company in which John W.
Gates is a factor and the United
States Steel Corporation.

ls

deceptive dlseas-ethousands have it and
don t know
If
want good results you
can make no mistake by using Dr. Kilmer' Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney remedy. At druggists In fifty cent and dolSample
bottle by mall free,
lar sizes.
ais pamphlet telling you how to find out
If you have kidney trouble,
address, Dr. Kilmer A Co., Blnghamton, N. Y.
KTTYNTPYY'

TROUBLE

A COUNTRY
In the Metropolis

yu

GIRL'S EXPERIENCE

Illustrations true to Ufe.
the big city. Getting
with a New Turk gambler A picture that
illappeal toeveryone. 26c will bring jou allthese
beautiful pictures, 16x28 ready to frame. Wanted
live hustlers In every town, (tortler Publishing Co., 20 East 14th Street. How York.

BITCIJTC

Hll.ril

Vltxgerald

10

Fortunes are made In patents. Pro-tectyourldeas. Our 64 page book free.
Co.. Box K. Washington, I). C.

Preferred Carpenters.
Plumber Why do you go on using
this old well with an
hoisting apparatus, when for a few
dollars you could get city water put
In your house?
Householder Because when this apparatus gets out of order I can get It
fixed by a carpenter.

The National Steamship Une steamer Taboga struck a rock off Punta
Mala and sank a short time afterward.
THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
Of the 100 passengers on board only
forty are known to havetbeen saved.
Talk No. 1.
Avoid liquid bluing. Every drop of
The scene of the accident is about 100
miles from Panama, the nearest tele- Water ls adulteration. Half a cent's
worth of blue in a large bottle filled
graph station.
with water ls sold for 5 cents or 10
It has been decided by the general cents In many places.
board of appraisers In New York that
Always use RED CROSS - BAG
Chinese sausage is not bologna. Bo- BLUE, the blue that's all blue. A
logna gets In free, and the importers large two-oz- .
package, all blue, sells
for 10 cents. Dehad claimed that the Chinese sausage for 5 cents or
had Lome subtle affinity with the Ital- lights the laundress. AT ALL GOOD
ian product and should be similarly, GROCERS.
classified. The sausage will hereafter
Many a man's Idea of being well
pay a tax.
dressed ls a noisy necktie.

Where do all the toads and
frog come from? There is no
sign of them in dry weather, but
now the prairies are alive with
Physician and Surgeon
them,
and
at night their croaking
Wheat? "Well yes, there never
Calls Answered at All Hours
supper held by
was a better prospect anywhere sounds like being in the swamps. the Ladies'
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Aid Society last Satthan right here and now for a
urday evening was a most sucIt is to your interest to trade cessful affair.
crop of wheat.
If only all this prairie was in with the Goodman Merc. Co. See Mrs. Strat Richards and Mrs. W. FRANK WALK0W1AK
wheat this year, we would clean the large line of groceries, dry Earl Talbot arrived Sunday.
Land Attorney.
up millions of dollars, and we are goods, shoes, glass and queens-warPractices in AH Local Courts ,
Hon. Benjamin F. Brown' and
and hardware. H." Goodman, Mr. Jas. Linson of Mosquero, Justice of the Peace, U. S. and Court
going to realize what it is to have
Commissioners, Registers and
came up to the ice cream supper
too much feed this year, anyway. Manager.
Receivers. "

LOCAL

Solano Items

PERSONAL

The-fcprea-

record-breakin-

T. F. SELF

m

g

e

Saturday;

ens of brooms of a superior quality and make.
W.

P. McKinney and family

re-

turned to their claim last week,
after an absence of several weeks.
Air. McKinney

has been a

con-

tractor with the French Land
and Irrigation, but expects to
put out a large crop this year on
his dry farm.

Parties picnicking on Red
River, Sunday, tell of trees two
feet vn diameter cut down and
dragged .into the river by beavers
to build dams. There are a lot of
beaver along the river in spite of
the trappers.

Bush-kevit-

320-acr-

We keep always on hand a
Mr.. B. G. Tyler left Thursday
clean, fresh stock of Ham's, for a visit with friends at Mon-toyBreakfast Bacon and Salt Meats.
Mr. Tyler accompanied
Try us. Floersheim's.
htr to Tucumcari.
S. F. Davis, of twelve miles
Miss Myrtle Palmer of east of
north of town, was here Tuesday. Mills, is the guest of Mr. and
He reports that his large wheat Mrs. Wane, three miles south of
y
crop is looking tine, and that he Roy.
has ordered a large wheat header.
Frank Gonzales and Julian
Call on the Roy Real Estate & Sandoval of Albert, were in Roy
Abstract Co. for all kinds of land Tuesday, transacting land busi-

his

w

Territorial

in

Federal Courts.

::

Teachers' Summer School and
Mora County Institute

::

::

Springer, N. Mex.

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Tucumcari
Hospital.
.

Dr's. Thomson

& Noble',

Surgeons in Charge,

v

Tucumcari, New Mexico

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
Prop.

and Hair Cutting
Agency

for

Steam Laundry
Shop in the Floersheim Merc. Co. Bldg.
-

-

NEW MEXICO

June 5th, for eight

weeks, four weeks in Mora and
four weeks in Wagon Mound.
Restaurant & Bakery
Accommodations at both places
ample and reasonable. Teachers
Mr. Ida Church, Prop.
only pay half of regular rates.
FRESH BREAD,
Prof. Jos. S. Ilofer and Mrs.
Leona Louge, conductor and inCAKES and PIES
structor respectively, will be in
Always on Hand
Wre invite the attendcharge.
Meals and Short Orders
ance of all tpachers in Mora, also
ROY,
NEW MEXICO
neighboring counties. Teachers
attending our Summer School 12.,l,B'J,l'JHBHSrai
will get good recommendations.
No other teachers will be recom60 YEARS'
llMM."EXPERIENCE
mended until our teachers are all
employed.
D
BLAS SANCHEZ,
County School Superintendent,
Mora County.
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Pasture for Rent.

"

W. FRED OGDEN
Notaky Public

ROY,

Will begin

and
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J. M. ALDRIDGE,

Having completed my fencing,
T am prepared
business.
to rent pasture
ness.
and water on reasonable terms.
Harry Kimbro left Wednesday
There will be an opening here
Call on or address,
for a two weeks risit at Hutch- for a tile factory
wet
Mrs L. K. Mitchell,
inson, Kansas.
weather keeps up much longer.
Roy, N. M.
if-t-

NEW MEXICO

Attorney-at-Ln-

Practices

Remember the dance tonight at
the I. O. O. F. Hall.
Shaving

e

.

-

W.R. HOLLY

n

Kemember Goodman Mercantile Co. is selling farm mac'únery
of all kinds, including the J. I.
Case line of threshing machines
and engines, creaiiT separators,
bean threshers, gasoline engines,
W. B. Jarrell of the T. Janell
etc.
Bottling Works, of Tucumcari,
was iu Roy the first of the week,
F. E. Epps and family arrived
calling on local trade.
from Pleasanton, Kansas, with an
immigrant car of stock and housePretty Parasols and Umbrellas
hold goods. Mr. Epps recently in the latest styles at
reduced
filed on a
homestead near prices at Floersheim's.
Mills, and will put out a spring
crop this year. Misses Edith, Mary, Gladys
and Cora Hern returned home
Emmet Alldredge arrived home Wednesday, after a two weeks'
last Saturday from Roswell, visit to Springer.
where he has been attending the
New Mexico Military Institute
Celso Martinez of Albert, was
the past term, and has accepted a in town the first of the week,
position with the Floersheim buying ranch supplies and visaMerc; Co.
ing old friends.

-

ROY,

The Ladies' Aid Society held a
very interesting meeting Tuesday.
Earl Talbot arrived Thursday
from Dawson, and will live on
his claim, south of town.
Mrs. Grover McCleary left
Friday
for Wotton, Colo., where
signed her position as saleslady
she has secured a position.
with the Floersheim Mercantile
F. M. Hughes was a member
Co
and has gone out to her
of the posse which was out lookclaim to spend the summer.
ing for J. D. Davis this week in
Union county.
Latest patterns of embroideries
and laces at greatly reduced
20 cases of Hamilton-Browprices at Floersheim's.
shoes just received at Goodman
Livenus DeSmet of Springer, Mercantile Co. "American Lady,"
stopped in town a few hours "American Gentleman" and all
Tuesday on his return from a the other leaders. Call and see
visits with his brother, Martin them.
DeSmet, at Albert.
W. E. Jones of Mills, was in
Wednesday and Thursday
town
E. J. H. Roy and A. S.
z
made a business trip to on business.
Springer this week in the interMrs. Clarence Brown was seest of the Roy Telephone Comill the first of the week,
riously
pany.
but is better.
If you are a real, dyed in the
J. R. Milton, merchant, of near
wool dry farmer, you had your
Mills,
transacted business in
in
land shape to receive the full
Thursday.
town
benelit of t!ie late rains.

Another large shipment of A party of Roy people went to
broom supplies carried for the Red River Canyon, Sunday, picRoy Broom Factory was received nicking, and all of them were
by the Goodman Mercantile Co., caught out in the rain, but we
Wednesday.
This
factory, hear no complaints about it.
though only a small plant, is
Miss Jessie Crouse has remanufacturing hundreds of doz-

Designs

Copyrights Ac.

Anyone lending a sketch and description may
quickly aacertHlii our opinion free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable. Communloa-tlon- s
strictly oonBdentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent free. Oldest aiiency for securing patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn & Co. receive
ipecial notice, without chante, in the

Scientific American
handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any sclentillo journal. Terms, 18 a
year; four months, U Sold by all newsdealers.
A

&Co. 361Bro.dw,,WpWYnrJ
Branch Office.

626

F St, Washington. D, C.

